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Abstract 

The potential to provide interactive data manipulation across high-speed nationwide 

networks is stimulating development of new database technology. An information space is 

a data model that can support rapid browsing of large amounts of infonnation contained in 

a digital library physically distributed across many disparate sources. This dissertation 

discusses supporting interactive retrieval of objects inside an infonnation space across the 

nationwide scientific network. Implementing such interactive retrieval requires designing 

caching policies that enable fetching requested objects into a local user workstation from a 

remote file server with sufficiently short response time to support effective browsing 

interaction. An adequate caching policy should utilize properties of user perception and 

data representation within an infonnation space. 

This dissertation describes a series of new techniques for caching objects within an 

infollllQ.ti.on space and gives measurements of their performance across the NSFNET. 

These policies take advantage of special features of interactive retrieval within infonnation 

spaces, such as initially fetching only the subset of requested objects that will be 

immediately displayed and prefetching additional objects dtuing idle time when the user is 

considering which command to issue next A prototype built by the author, the Telesophy 

System, supports interactive retrieval for infonnation spaces across local-area networks and 

serves as a basis for identification of special features. To consider additional needs for 

efficient implementation across wide-area networks, the significant parameters and policies 

in implementing caching are systematically identified. Specific values of these caching 

parameters are used to evaluate the performance of a range of caching policies under a 

variety of interactions relevant to browsing infonnation spaces. 
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Finally, an incremental caching policy is proposed, which combines many techniques 

taking advantage of special features of interacting with infonnation spaces. Measurements 

of the performance of this policy under a variety of conditions demonstrate that interactive 

retrieval is possible across wide-area networks and that appropriate optimization of the 

caching policy can produce perfomtance comparable to that across local-area networks. 

----._-- --. --. -
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1. Introduction 

Computing and communications technology has advanced to a point where establishing 

a nationwide information infrastructure to support the scientific community appears 

feasible. Such an infrastructure would enable scientists to manipulate the enonnous 

amounts of data available, which are of many different physical types and reside in many 

different physical locations. As the National Collabomtory report states: "The proposal, 

then, is to undertake a major coordinated program of research and development leading to 

an electronic 'collabomtory', a 'center without walls' , in which the nation's researchers can 

perform their research without regard to geographical location -- interacting with 

colleagues, accessing instrumentation, sharing data and computational resources, accessing 

information in digital libraries." [NSF, 1989] Implementing an infrastructure, such as a 

collabomtory. to manipulate scientific data across the NSFNET will require advances in 

database research. 

The work described in this dissertation introduces a model called an information space 

that can support rapid browsing of large amounts of information contained in a digital 

library physically dhaibuted across many diSParAte sources. In particular, the concern is 

with the implementation of interactive retrieval of objects inside an information space 

across the nationwide scientific network. Implementing such intemctive retrieval requires 

designing a caching policy that enables fetching requested objects into a local user 

workstation from a remote server with sufficiently short response time to support effective 

browsing interaction. In interactive applications, unlike traditional applications of caching, 

user perception is as important a consideration as is data representation. The primary 

contribution of this work is the design of effective policies for caching information objects 
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across a wide area network and the measurement of their performance across the NSFNET. 

Measurements show that interactive retrieval is possible across a wide-area network and 

that appropriate optimization of the caching policy can produce perfonnance comparable to 

that aCross local-area networks. 

1.1 Outline of Problem 

When users need to manipulate infonnation from many different S01L1"CeS, including 

subject materials that they are not necessarily familiar with, they need a computer system 

that supports interactive retrieval transparently across a network. That is, the retrieval must 

be interactive, so that results of search and display are returned within response time limits 

which seem perceptually fast to the users, and transparent, so that materials contained in 

multiple sources distributed across a network can be retrieved interactively regardless of 

which machine in which location stores the materials. 

The physical environment is that of a user interacting with a local workstation which is 

connected via a network to a remote server. Wide-area networks, where the machines are 

spread across an entire state or country, pose a more difficult implementation than local

area networks, where the machines are spread within a building or campus. The 

transmission time across the wide-area network itself becomes a major obstacle to 

supporting interactive retrie-.ra1. 

Retrieval involves fetching requested data from a remote memory to the local memory. 

Such fetching is an instance of the traditional mechanism of caching, where policies are 

designed to make the slow remote memories appear to be fast local memory. A caching 

policy could support interactive retrieval across a wide-area network if it could be 

appropriately tuned to the properties of the interaction and the data. This dissertation 
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discusses such properties and shows via perfonnance measurements that properly designed 

caching policies can support interactive retrieval across a wide-area network. 

1.2 Outline of Solution 

An appropriate data representation is necessary to support transparent manipulation of 

data from multiple sources spread across a network. The work in this dissertation 

proposes a model called an information space, which encapsulates data into uniform objects 

called information units cr IUs. This model can be ia-nplemented as a form of object

oriented database system, which can support transparent user commands across data types 

and source locations. The information units encapsulate the data from the multiple sources, 

and an information space consists of a set of information units and their interconnections. 

As the discussion of information spaces in Chapter 4 shows, information units have a 

number of special properties that make them suitable for representing complex information 

such as scientific data. These properties include a representation of the substructure of an 

IU via a set of headers separate from the contents, a representation of the behavior for 

display and editing via the type of the IU, and a representation of the relationships of an IU 

via the interconnections between information units. 

Some of these properties of the information units inside an information space are 

particularly useful in designing effective caching policies, e.g. the substructure enables a 

display of a summary of the data values separate from its full contents and the 

interconnections enables a prediction of which units might be requested next during a 

navigation. These special properties of information units are what distinguish them from 

ordinary objects. This dissertation is concerned with utilizing the properties of information 

units to provide interactive retrieval across wide-area networks. The term "IU" will 
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us~y be used, but when the term "object" is used, it specifically refers to objects with the 

properties of infonnation units. 

Retrieval appears interactive when the response time required to execute commands is 

less than limits detennined by user perceptions. As the discussion of caching constraints 

in Chapter 5 shows, these perceptual limits differ for different connnands, e.g. displaying a 

screenful of lines appears fast in 1 second since the user must read the output whereas 

zooming into the contents from a summary display appears in 1/4 second since the user 

need only react to the appearance of new material. The perceptually faster commands are 

those issued on IUs which are currently displayed, while the perceptually slower 

commands are those which fetch new IU to display. Consideration of the user perceptions 

of which commands should be fastest and which data should be currently examined enables 

an effective choice of caching policy. In particular, interaction subsets can be used to 

greatly improve caching perfonnance. That is, only a subset of the IUs requested for a 

particular operation are fetched initially, with this subset chosen based on what would be 

most effective for user interaction. 

Caching policies that make use of interaction subsets can provide reasonable 

performance across networks. As the discussion of the Telesophy System in Chapter 3 

shows, over a local-area network, an effective policy is to fetch only a page worth, i.e. 

fetch the contents of a page of IUs corresponding to what is displayed on the current 

screen. This policy makes use of the properties of interactive retrieval by fetching initially 

what will be displayed immediately. By fetching the full contents of the IUs into the cache 

even though only the summaries are initially displayed, it also makes the response time of a 

query, a perceptually slow command, slightly slower in order to make the response time of 

a zoom, a perceptually fast command, much faster since subsequent zooms execute directly 

from data in the cache. 
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More sophisticated caching policies are necessary to provide interactive retrieval across 

wide-area netwoIks, as the perfonnance measurements in Chapter 6 show. Transmission 

across wide-area networks is much slower than across local-area networks, due to latency 

and other delays in the network itself. Using special properties of information spaces can 

increase caching perfonnance. For example, prefetching the interconnection sets of the 

fetched IUs supports faster navigation when these are requested. Another performance 

enhancement is using the substructure property of information units to fetch only the 

summaries of requested IUs for initial display since the summaries are much smaller than 

the contents and thus much less traffic is necessary across the network transmission 

bottleneck. The difficulty with this policy is that subsequent zooms require another fetch 

across the network since the contents are not already in the cache. 

Using the special properties of both interaction subsets and information spaces can 

provide interactive retrieval across wide-area networks, as perfoI1!'.aIlce measurements in 

Chapter 7 show. During a session of interactive retrieval, the user issues a command and 

examines its results before issuing the next command. This "think tl_lDe" is idle system 

time. An incremental policy for infonnation spaces fetches the summaries of requested IUs 

first then fetches their contents during the think time, along with prefetching linked IUs. 

Measurements show that the incremental caching policy provides a response time well 

under the perceptual limits for interactive retrieval across a wide-area network and that its 

performance is comparable to the performance of the less optimized policies across the 

local-area network. Thus interactive retrieval in infonnation spaces distributed across a 

wide-area network is possible, with a caching policy designed to utilize special properties 

of the user interaction and data representation. 
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2. Background and Related Work 

This chapter reviews the background beillnd work related to infonnation spaces. This 

is the key data representation whose style of browsing is used to tailor caching policies to 

provide interactive retrieval across wide-area networks. Two classic systems that 

incorporated a notion of information spaces are reviewed. Then, related work concerned 

with the two major aspects of browsing information spaces are reviewed: hypertext 

systems for !lavigating data interconnections and infonnation retrieval for searching 

associative specifications. Fmally, work in distributed file systems is reviewed, which is 

related to transparent access across networks. Previous work specifically concerned with 

caching is reviewed in the first section of Chapter 5. 

2.1 Information Space Systems 

The tenn "space" has many meanings. This ambiguity is particularly appealing for 

interacting with scientific knowledge because the meanings include both logical structure, 

e.g. coordinates and topology in mathematics, and physical environment, e.g. stars and 

galaxies in astronomy. An "information space" is intended to span the range between 

these meanings by providing a logical structure to record the interconnections in scientific 

knowledge and a physical environment to visualize and interact with this knowledge. 

The tenn "infonnation space" has been used in a variety of contexts in the literature. 

For example, a search of the INSPECTM bibliographic database of literature in physics, 

electronics, and computing shows more than 50 articles explicitly mentioning the term in 

the title or abstract Some of these use the term metaphorically, e.g. to refer to the 

dimensions of the economics of infonnation usage, while others use the term in a precise 
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manner not relevant to the problem considered here, e.g. to refer to the factors used in 

computing the probability of life on a planet. 

This section discusses two classic systems whose developers used a concept of 

"infonnation space" to guide them during the course of their project. The first, NLS, 

concentrated on representation of logical structure, while the second, SDMS, concentrated 

on visualization of physical environment. 

NLS (oN-Line System) was developed at the Stanford Research Institute during the 

60s in the Augmentation Research Center and sold commercially during the 70s as 

AUGMENT after the Center was acquired by TYMSHARE. The goal of NLS was to 

build a tool to "augment the human intellect", a single computer system that enabled a 

researcher to interactively manipul!ite all the knowledge they needed. See [Engelbart, 

1963] for the initial plans, [Engelbart, 1968] for a description of the system at its research 

peak, and [Engelbart, 1986] for a description of the history of the project. The project 

evolved a logical structure referred to by its members as an "infonnation space", although 

this tenn appears only rarely in their extensive publications. Due to the primitive state of 

interactive computing in this era, the project spent much of its resources developing new 

workstation hardware and operating system software, in addition to their main applications 

goal .. Among the project's many innovations are one of the first word processors, one of 

the rrrst outline processors, one of the flrst hypertext systems, one of the rrrst 

teleconferencing systems, and a number of pioneering interaction devices such as 5-button 

chord keyset to replace the keyboard and the mouse to replace the light pen as a pointer. 

NLS permitted the user's knowledge to be stored in a central computer and interactively 

manipulated via a set of streamlined commands. The knowledge concentrated on 

"documents", e.g. all of the project's documents were stored in the system. The 

"infonnation space" was constructed from units which were text paragraphs, ntllllbered and 
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arranged in a hierarchy, e.g. I, la, 1a1b, 2, 2a A document was a particular rooted 

hierarchy and there were many commands permitting fine-grained control over which part 

of the hierarchy was viewed at what level of detail. The units were interconnected to other 

units across documents; these connections were dynamic searches rather than explicit links. 

For example, a user reading a paragraph in a document could jump to another connected 

paragraph in another document by: selecting a word in the paragraph, viewing a list of 

other paragraphs containing that word, and issuing a command to jump to a selected 

paragraph. Different types of documents were supported, including text, programs, and a 

few line drawings. There was extensive support for collaboration, e.g. a shared journal 

that kept a record of annotations and revisions [Engelhart, 1984a, 1984b]. Over the years, 

NLS gathered a group of devoted users, eventually totaling several hundred. A typical 

user was a specialist in military intelligence whose job consisted of writing and scanning 

large fonnal bureaucratic documents with fixed detailed structure. The knowledge was 

stored in a central minicomputer and accessed via custom tenninals, which could be local or 

remote across the ARPANET. 

NLS showed that it was possible to represent a substantial amount of user knowledge 

in an interconnected information space with a powerful set of commands for viewing and 

manipulation. The work in this dissertation uses an enhanced representation of an 

information space to handle a wider range of scientific objects and uses special features of 

this representation to implement efficient user manipulation. 

SDMS (Spatial Data Management System) was developed at MIT during the early 70s 

in the Architecture Machine Group (ArchMach), the predecessor of the Media Lab, and re

implemented "commercially" during the late 70s at the Computer Corporation of America 

(CCA). See [Negroponte, 1975] for initial plans and [Herot, 1980a] for description of the 

system itself. The evolution of the CCA system was charted in several Siggraph papers 
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[Donelson, 1978; Herot, 1980b; Friedell, 1982]. The goal of SDMS was to build a 

graphical interaction system for database retrieval; the overall goal of ArchMach was to 

build interactive simulations to aid building architects in designing physical structures. 

The project evolved a physical environment referred to as an "infonnation spa~". SDMS, 

with its emphasis on architectural designers, used infonnation spaces as a metaphor for 

physically flying through conceptual space, whereas NLS, with its emphasis on knowledge 

workers, used infonnation spaces as a metaphor for logically capturing the interconnection 

structure of the underlying concepts. SDMS, along with other ArchMach projects, 

pioneered many ideas in interaction with multimedia infonnation by building impressive 

working demonstrations. 

The original SDMS was a complete physical environment. The user sat in a darkened 

room viewing a large screen projected on a wall, the command controls were embedded in 

the ann of their chair. An example infonnation space was a 2-dimensional map of MIT; by 

selecting and zooming on icons, the user could walk along the streets, enter a building, 

walk along the halls, enter an office, and view some of the work of the occupant in a 

variety of media (text, image, video). The CCA implementation used a similar concept 

with a more practical hardware platfonn to provide a graphical style for retrieving data from 

a traditional database. The user sat in front of 3 television monitors and viewed a series of 

pictorial images. One monitor showed the overall map, the main one showed where the 

user was currently, and the third was for adding images to the database. An example map 

was of an ocean in the world and the data consisted of images of naval ships and statistics 

about these. The user could select a section of an ocean, zoom into it, view images of the 

current ships in that region, zoom into a ship, and retrieve statistics about the ship's 

features. This system was used experimentally on an aircraft carrier, the U.S.S. Carl 

Vinson. The implementation was a local way of traversing through the database, which 
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was stored in a traditional relational fonnat. Note that the effectiveness of the graphical 

interaction was due to underlying conceptual structure being an actual physical space with 

understandable spatial layout, e.g. MIT or the Canibean. 

SDMS showed that graphical display of an interconnected information space was a 

powerful style for rapidly browsing available material. The work in this dissertation uses 

enhanced levels of summary and graphical displays to support effective browsing within a 

general framework that makes use of the special properties of the levels to provide 

interactive retrieval across wide-area networks. 

2.2 Hypertext and Hypermedia 

This section discusses a related body of research dealing with computer systems 

supporting interconnections between units of information. These systems center around 

the idea of hypertext, i.e. a document in which the text is not a linear sequence of words 

but a graph structure that may be read along a variety of different paths. Such a concept 

has been around for many years, often dated from the original vision of Vannevar Bush in 

the 40s [Bush, 1945] and the coining of the tenn and its implications by Ted Nelson in the 

60s [Nelson, 1981]. With the recent advent of inexpensive bitmapped personal computers, 

hypertext has become a popular topic and many research prototypes have been constructed 

in a variety of subject domains utilizing a variety of output media, hence "hypermedia" 

[Conklin, 1987]. 

Recent hypertext research has shown that systems which deal with interconnected 

information are important for many different applications. This research has contributed to 

education, providing a new medium for the presentation of material, and psychology, 

providing a new medium for recording of reasoned arguments. The work in this 
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dissertation is concerned with providing interactive retrieval across networks for 

interconnected infonnation. 

Many educators have investigated hypermedia for individualjzed learning. Electronic 

books have at least two primary advantages over printed books: they can handle multiple 

media, such as sound and animation, and they can pennit the reader to choose their own 

path for viewing [yankelovich, 1985]. Experiments comparing electronic to paper books 

discovered that although the quantitative effects of reading understanding were small or 

hard to measure, the students' enthusiasm was much greater with electronic versions 

[Weyer, 1982]. Most research prototypes of electronic books have taken an existing book 

or course material and re-created it electronically to take advantage of the non-sequentiality 

[Yankelovich, 1985]. The book is divided into a large number of small sections and these 

linked together by the teacher in a variety of paths that the students can later traverse. Each 

section typically also has annotation material linked to certain subparts. One of the largest 

such efforts is the Intermedia project at Brown University [yankelovich, 1988]. Using this 

system, electronic books for several courses were developed for and used by students. For 

example, a course in introductory biology lets students explore infonnation about cells. A 

line drawing of a cell component with labels can be displayed and any label zoomed into to 

display text describing that part. From the text, an individual important tenn can be 

selected and zoomed into to display another drawing. Another electronic course was in 

English literature on Shakespeare. While reading the text of a play, students could select 

words to be explained, select speeches to view commentary on their meaning, or select 

scenes to view a videodisc segment of the play being perfonned. Other efforts to build 

electronic books include an encyclopedia keyed to a videodisc [Weyer, 1985] and an 

interactive medical textbook [Frisse, 1988]. 
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Many psychologists have investigated hypennedia for capturing the reasoning process. 

Electronic articles offer at least two primary advantages for recording the reasoning process 

of the author: they pennit explicit links that specify the relationship between the sections 

and they pennit sections to be tagged with annotations or additional material [Halasz, 

1988]. Electronic articles have thus far been used primarily by the authors to create 

material, as opposed to electronic books where the emphasis has been on the readers. One 

of the. best examples is the Notecards system [Halasz, 1987]. Using this sy~..em. several 

electronic articles have been created with careful recording of the logical structure. For 

example, a graduate student in history wrote an article on NATO missile defense using the 

system. He typed in his research as a large number of several paragraph cards and linked 

these together to record the argument flow, e.g. a statement of a certain counter-reaction 

strategy was given linked to several articles which claimed it would be effective (links of 

type suppons) and to several articles which claimed that it would not be effective (links of 

type refutes,. As an illustration of annotations. a description of the placement of missiles in 

Europe was linked to a map showing the locations. One problem, discussed below, is that 

the resulting dense interconnection structure often makes reading difficult Oilier efforts to 

build electronic articles include: interlinked notes of office infonnation with rapid browsing 

[Akscyn, 1988] and a design journal for software engineering with interlinked 

specifications [Conklin, 1988]. 

Recent hypertext research has also shown that multiple levels of display are necessary 

for effective interaction with large interconnected materials. Such levels provide different 

kinds of summary and context information. The work in this dissertation accordingly 

assumes the use of levels of summary display and takes advantage of the levels to support 

efficient caching across networks. 
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Each of the hypermedia prototypes just discussed provides several levels of display. 

For example, early users of Notecards quickly lost track of the connection structure they 

had spe.cified so the system developers added an overview feature that displayed the 

connection graph (as boxes without contents) and let the user view and manipulate this 

directly. The general problem of displaying a complex interconnection structure is still 

unsolved because it requires mapping a logical conceptual classification scheme onto a 

geometric display environment The systems with positive user response thus far have 

concentrated on conceptual schemes that map directly onto some physical space, e.g. 

SDMS used an actual map of the Caribbean as an entry into locating infonnation about 

ships there. 

Many hypertext systems have improved their display effectiveness by incorporating a 

context display in addition to a summary display. The general problem is that in a space, 

the user is not only interested in the current set of items being viewed (the local region) but 

also the items related or linked to these items (the surrounding context). Fisheye views 

are one approach to this problem [Furnas, 1986]. These present items like a fish's eyes 

work; larger in the center trailing off to smaller in the periphery. On a hierarchical 

document, such as a legal code, this viewing strategy shows complete text for the current 

section, subsection titles for the adjacent sections, and section titles for sections further 

away. Several levels of context can also be displayed, for example in an art encyclopedia 

where the main display shows an image of a painting and a text commentary while the 

context display of the information space shows the classification along several dimensions, 

such as time period, country of origin, and painter school, with icons that can be zoomed 

into to display further items classified within that dimension [Hara, 1988]. When there is 

no obvious classification scheme, particularly a well-defined hierarchical one, creating an 

understandable display becomes difficult Semnet [Fairchild, 1987] provided a 3-
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dimensional display of the connections in a large semantic network; the user could fly 

through this with flight simulator controls. Users found the interaction confusing since 

there were no obvious signposts and quickly became lost. A 2-dimensional layout 

approach may resolve these difficulties [Fairchild, 1989]. 

2.3 Information RetrieVal 

This section discusses a related body of work dealing with computer support of 

associative search; this functionality is complementary to navigation in browsing within 

information spaces since it provides a different effective mechanism for browsing through 

large amounts of information. Existing hypertext systems, for example, typically do not 

implement search at all or only as an afterthought via an inefficient mechanism, not 

satisfactory for large bodies of information [Schatz, 1989a]. Information retrieval 

systems deal explicitly with the techniques for perfonning efficient and effective associative 

search in large bodies of information [Lancaster, 1973]. 

Information retrieval has traditionally approached different concerns than database 

management [Salton, 1983]. It arose in response to problems in library classification 

whereas databases arose in response to problems in commercial database processing. 

Information retrieval concentrates on finding items in libraries where the problem is to 

satisfy a need for information about a certain topic. Unlike databases with well-defined 

semantics, there is no "correct" answer for many queries. Contrast, for example, the query 

"find all items dealing with information spaces" with the query "find all employees living in 

Arizona". For the fonner, simply searching for the string "information space" is not 

sufficient since many articles very relevant to the topic do not mention this term, whereas 

for the latter the relevant employees have the string "Arizona" explicitly in the Residence 

field of employee records. 
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Traditionally, the data items for infonnation retrieval have been literature, i.e. books or 

papers represented electronically by words of text, and the searching within retrieval 

systems has supported word matching within that text Corpuses of text exist in large 

commercial bibliographic databases. For example, the Dialog™ Information Service 

contains some 400 databases comprising over 100 gigabytes of text Such databases are 

primarily the text of the citation, i.e. author, title, source, and abstract, rather than the full

text, although full-text databases of popular magazines are now available and full-text 

databases of technical journals are beginning to appear. It should be noted that "full-text" 

refers· to the characters only and omits all equations, tables, and figures. The existing 

commercial technology supports exact string matching on "words" within the text of a 

citation or article. The actual words are transfonned into canonical form, e.g. to remove 

suffixes and noise words, and placed into an inverted index for efficient search. The user 

can specify a word or a phrase consisting of a combination of words joined by boolean 

operators or by proximity operators such as "within two words of". The system then 

retrieves all items containing the specified word or ph..~. Thus, for example, a query like 

"information (within-2) space and browsing" might be used to rmd items discussing 

browsing information spaces. 

The existence of widely used commercial information retrieval systems, e.g. Dialog, 

and the extensive research into more effective search techniques [Salton, 1980; JR., 1990] 

have shown that associative search is an important mechanism for identifying relevant 

sections of large bodies of information. The work in this dissertation accordingly assumes 

the necessity of search and is concerned with caching policies for interactively displaying 

search results across networks. 
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2.4 Distributed File Systems 

This section discusses a related body of work dealing with transparent support of 

distribution across networks. The previous sections have discussed related work for the 

mechanisms necessary to support browsing in infonnation spaces. But they assume that 

the data is kept locally rather than distributed across a network. There has been extensive 

research into distributing data across networks and providing transparent access when the 

data is stored in files [Tanenbaum, 1985]. 

A file system maintains a collection of data items on disks, grouped into lUrlts called 

jiles. Each file has a unique name, which is used for retrieving from and storing to it 

Traditionally, each machine has its own file system and the operating system hides which 

files are physically on which disks. A distributedfile system (sometimes called a network 

file system) permits the collection of files to extend across all disks on all machines in a 

network and hides on which machine a file is physically stored. Thus every file across the 

entire network has a unique name, which need not contain any mention of the physical 

machine. (The naming is an administrative choice not forced by the operating system 

itself.) A typical naming scheme is hierarchical, e.g. /usr/schatz/dissertation/background. 

By using a series of internal directories, the operating system translates this name into a 

physical address for the appropriate machine and disk on the network. A number of 

distributed file systems have been implemented and tested [Satyanarayanan, 1989, 1990]. 

Research into distributed file systems provides two important techniques for providing 

interactive retrieval within an information space. These are mentioned below and discussed 

in detail in Chapter 5. The first technique is providing a naming scheme which separates 

the specification of which data item is desired from its physical location. The second 
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technique is providing a caching policy which fetches items into a faster local memory at an 

appropriate time to provide faster access than fetching them directly from a remote disk. 

An information space incorporates a different user model for data retrieval than the 

traditional hierarchical file system with a different style of naming. It supports a flat 

namespace; instead of locating a unit by walking down a classification path, a user can 

fetch the unit immediately by giving an associative specification. Such a namespace is 

more like a library catalog than a filing cabinet and similar to a distributed implementation 

of an information retrieval system. Flat namespaces have the major advantage that 

individual units can be multiply classified; many specifications can match the same unit 

Cognitively, this is far more like real-world classification than a hierarchy where each unit 

must appear in exactly one place. When the associative searching becomes type-dependent 

and following of defined link connections is supported, the flexibility of user-level retrieval 

is noticeably superior to exact path-name specification. 

An information space also has a different implementation of storage than the traditional 

distributed file system. The fundamental unit of storage in an information space is an 

information unit, which is an object of finer granularity than a file. Unlike the syntactic 

cluster of bytes into files in a traditional file system, an information unit is a semantic 

cluster of bytes plus interpretation code. An information space is thus a collection of 

persistent objects whose contents can be searched to fonn regions and which can be linked 

together to fonn a semantic graph, similar to a hypertext system. The space is accessed via 

a memory hierarchy that extends from the local workstation memory to t..lte reIr..ote selVer 

disks across the (multiple gateway) network. 

To support rapid browsing within the information space, the underlying environment 

must cache the information units from the remote location where they are physically stored 

into the local memory where they can be displayed. As will be brought out in some detail 
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later in the dissertation, the effective caching policies for this implementation have 

significant differences from those for traditional programs. In particular, special properties 

of browsing infonnation spaces can be used to design more efficient caching policies. For 

example, the first screenful of displayed resu.1t'3 of searches can be fetched first or the 

summary of the results can be fetched first To provide interactive retrieval across wide

area networks, it is necessary to examine the special properties of infonnation spaces, to 

devise cactlng policies which take advantage of these properties, and to demonstrate that 

these policies can provide sufficiently fast retrieval. 
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3. Tbe TeJesopby System 

This chapter discusses a complete research prototype, built by the aut.~or, that 

i..rnplemented an information space in the sense used in this dissertation. Construction and 

use of this prototype, tenned the Telesophy System, provided much empirical experience 

with the significant features of using and implementing infonnation spaces. This rich body 

of experience will be used throughout this dissertation as a source of examples and 

motivation for design decisions. 

The caching policies developed as part of the Telesophy System provided interactive 

retrieval across local area networks. This chapter discusses several special properties of 

infonnation spaces, which were discovered to be relevant to design of efficient caching 

policies across local area networks. These properties and policies serve as a useful starting 

point for designing adequate polices for interactive caching across wide-area networks. 

3.1 Transparency of Knowledge Manipulation 

A number of years ago, the author began a project to investigate whether sufficient 

technology was available to build a system to handle "all the world's knowledge". Such a 

system must support transparent manipulation of knowledge of many different types from 

many different sources spread across many different networks across the world: quickly 

browsing through large amounts of information, analyzing the results to decide what is 

relevant, grouping selections of these into new pieces of knowledge, and sharing these 

pieces with other people. In the long feasibility document which began the project [Schatz, 

1985], such systems were termed telesophy systems. "Telesophy" literally means 

"wisdom at a distance" and indicates that the system is intended to support transparent 

manipulation of knowledge across computer and communications networks, just as 
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telephony systems support transparent transmission of sound across computer and 

communications networks. 

A telesophy system serves as an applications-level environment for a large network; it 

permits users to communicate at the level of units of information rather than at the level of 

packets of bytes. Its underlying logical structure is an information space that supports a 

"hyper library" [Schatz, 1989a] of interconnected information units, providing information 

retrieval of multimedia data distributed across a large network. Data existing in the 

external world is encapsulated via objects into infonnation units to permit unifonn 

manipulation inside the system. To manipulate "all" the knowledge of, for example, a 

scientific community, a system must support both informal infonnation, e.g. messages, 

and formal infonnation, e.g. literature, in addition to providing powerful mechanisms for 

sharing groupings of discovered information. 

As part of the Telesophy Project, the author constructed a prototype of a complete 

community library, including both data and software [Schatz, 1987, 1989b]. This 

prototype, referred to as the Telesophy System, fonns a distributed digital library, which 

enables fast browsing across a wide range of data physically distributed across a network. 

The software runs on Sun workstations and has been distributed to more than 45 sites. 

3.2 Architecture and Implementation 

The architecture of the Telesophy System can serve as a prototype for an 

implementation of an information space. As shown in Figure 3.1, the architecture consists 

of several distinct subsystems. The information manipulation subsystem is composed of 

the control module and the cache module. The control module handles the input and 

output, including the window manager display and the keyboard/mouse command 

interpreter. The cache module handles the type transparency and information manipulation, 
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including the class definitions with the code for all the different data types and the current 

set of infonnation units being manipulated. The network addressing subsystem handles the 

location transparency and infonnation distribution, including a directory with the address of 

all sources and a network connection with the transmission protocol translation. The data 

searching subsystem handles the associative retrieval, including the connections to the 

network to transmit the queries and results to and from the remote sources, the indexes to 

support efficient search of the data, and the storage of (the encapsulation of) the data itself. 

These modules can be individually distributed on different machines across the network. 

In the Telesophy System, each subsystem executed in an independent process. In a typical 

operational configuration, the information manipulation subsystem ran on the user's 

workstation, the network addressing subsystem ran on a local file server, and there were 

multiple data searching subsystem processes, one for each administrative clustering of 
• 

information units ("database") that each ran on the file server where the information was 

physically stored. 

In the main configuration used by the developers of the Telesophy System and their 

colleagues, a wide variety of data was collected and transformed into information units in 

the information space. This collection represented a good sample of what is currently 

available electronically. It also spanned the range of different media types, from text to 

graphics to image to video, as a test of the system's ability to support type transparency. 

The prototype space consisted of some 300,000 items from some 20 data sources. The 

informal material were short text messages that included bulletin boards from Netnews, 

electronic mail, wire services from AP and New York Times, and notes. The formal 

material included abstracts and full-text, where the abstracts were bibliographic citations 

that covered computing from INSPEC and biology from Medline, and the full-text were 

magazine articles from McGraw-Hill (Business Week, Electronics) and Information Access 
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(Scientific American, Broadcasting) and also movie reviews. The internal company 

material were citations that included the library catalog and the technical memoranda list 

The pictorial material included line drawing graphics, black and white images, color 

magazine figures, glossy photographs, and videodisc stills. Finally, the video material 

included segments of frames from a variety of educational and entertainment videodiscs. 

The data thus spanned the range from informal to formal material, as well as including 

material such as pictures and graphics that can be browsed only with newer faster 

networks. 

The software supports fast, transparent, distributed infonnation retrieval. Every data 

item is searchable by combinations of phrases on all the text associated with the item 

(abstract, body of text, picture captions). Searches can be done across all the different 

databases and all matching items returned. The databases can be physically distributed 

across machines in a network. In the prototype configuration, the 20 databases were 

spread across 3 large file servers connected by a building Ethernet so that any appropriate 

workstation (i.e. any Sun-3) could access them. The database searching takes place on the 

file servers, whereas the user interface and manipulation takes place on the user's 

workstation. 

The software implementation is tuned to support fast browsing. The data is fully 

indexed so that processing a query typically takes 1-2 seconds. The resulting items are 

then downloaded over the network to the local workstation. The interaction is 

"instantaneous" for displaying and page flipping the one-line summaries or the complete 

items. As will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5, user perception of interactivity for these 

user commands occurs when the response time is less than 1 second. This same speed has 

been maintained for the vast majority of the items (text and line drawings) across a variety 

of physical networks: building Ethernet, campus Ethernet, and a WAN (wide-area 
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network) consisting of two building Ethemets 40 miles apart connected by a private Tl 

line. These were all typical 10 Mbs local area networks. even the WAN was largely a LAN 

extension since it was lightly loaded. 

In addition to supporting library browsing. the Telesophy System also supports kinds 

of community sharing. All of the data items are represented as information units. the 

collection of which foons the information space. There is a single set of commands for 

basic manipulation of any information unit, independent of type and location. The user 

can perform an exploratory browsing session. issue multiple queries. and save a collection 

of selected items as a new information unit that can be indexed and placed back into the 

space. These collections are a simple form of "meta-level" grouping. of classifying sets of 

items of different types from different databases into new semantic groupings. which can 

arise by saving the results of a simple query or from the results of considerable searching 

and analysis. 

3.3 Interactive Retrieval across LANs 

The Telesophy System showed that it is possible to efficiently implement a large-scale 

information space. It provided: 

• type transparency across a wide range of media with a uniform set of commands 

• location transparency across local area networks with nearly local speed 

• scale transparency for hundreds of thousands of data items 

The feature of the Telesophy System that will be of most concern throughout the main 

body of this dissertation is its capacity to provide "interactive retrieval across networks". 

Its implementation was efficient enough to pennit rapid browsing through multimedia items 
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which were physically stored on a remote machine within a network. A primary goal was 

to provide short enough response time that the user would be limited more by their 

consideration of returned items than by waiting for system actions. This goal was largely 

achieved through the u!i!1zation of two special properties of information spaces, which 

enabled caching policies to be designed based on considerations of user interaction 

patterns. The resulting policies optimized the perceived response time that differs from 

traditional policies which optimize the clock time. Thus for an interactive application, the 

user needs are a critical consideration. These needs are outlined here and discussed in 

detail in section 5.2. 

The first property deals with psychological constraints by noting that the length of 

time that a user is willing to wait for an "immediate" response depends on the command 

issued. That is, immediacy is a user perception that is dependent on a variety of factors, 

including how much work the user believes the command should take and how necessary 

the results of the command are to issuing the next command. For example, a query 

(associative matching of a specification) appears to be a hard command since it must go out 

to many sources and do a search whereas a zoom (display of complete contents of a 

selected item displayed in summary fonnat) appears to be an easy command since it merely 

opens up an item already present. In library metaphors, a query involves walking to a 

section of the library containing books on an appropriate topic whereas a zoom involves 

picking up and opening a book on a nearby shelf. 

A caching policy can be devised that takes advantage of this perceptual paradigm, by 

making the query processing time longer to make the zoom processing time shorter. Such 

a caching policy will then seem perceptually faster than one that distributes the time 

differently. Queries are processed in an infonnation space by fetching matching items from 

a remote source into the user's local memory. Since the remote network may be slow, one 
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method for speeding the fetching of a query is to fetch interaction subsets. Such a 

method does not fetch the complete contents of every matching item, rather it fetches items 

which are initially displayed on the screen or the subparts of the items, such as the 

SUlll1ll&;es, which are initially displayed on the screen. While the user is examining these 

initial displays, the rest of the items can be fetched. 

Zooms are processed in an infonnation space by displaying the complete contents of a 

selected item from local memory. If the contents are not already present in local memory, 

then it must be fetched from some remote memory. Zoom processing is optimized by 

having the contents to be displayed always already hllocal memory. Query and zoom 

processing optimization pull in opposite directions, since query is fastest when only parts 

of items are fetched while zoom is fastest when only wholes are fetched. A perceptually 

optimized caching policy then would choose an "appropriate" subset of items to fetch, 

making query slightly longer and zoom much shorter. 

The second property deals with physical constraints by attempting to minimize the 

slowest underlying components in the fetching process. The network transmission rate 

over a local area network is fast enough so that the primary delay in fetching remote items 

is physically transmitting off the disk, in particular the mechanical motion of disk seeks. 

For example, an early version of the Telesophy System used a caching policy that fetched 

the complete contents of all items matching a query. Since a typical broad query was 300 

items and a typical disk at that time performed 30 seeks a second, the query processing was 

taking more than 10 seconds, hardly supporting fast browsing. Experimentation with a 

variety of subset policies, discovered that page fetching is a good compromise. 

A page policy for caching subsets draws upon a basic interaction pattern for its success. 

When examining the multiple results of a query, users typically look only superficially at 

most items then in detail at only a few. In addition, the total number of items returned from 
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a query is typically large so that only a portion can be displayed at one time. If the query 

resultS are initially displayed as summaries, e.g. one-line descriptions, then they can be 

displayed a page at a time, e.g. 20 summary lines. If the complete contents of all these 

items have been fetched into the cache, then zooms of any item requires only use of cached 

infonnation. Otherwise, a zoom may require a new fetch across the network when issued 

by the user. 

A page caching policy then fetches the complete contents of 20 items of the query at a 

time. Additional items are fetched only when the page is scrolled and the user display 

requires the new items. Page caching optimizes both query and zoom processing response. 

Query is optimized because only a subset of the total :,'!sults is being fetched and this subset 

minimizes the physical constraints since a page typically requires few enough disk seeks 

that they all can be completed within the perceptually desirable period of 1 second. Zoom 

is optimized because the complete contents are fetched, although initially only the 

summaries are displayed, and these contents correspond to the current subset of items that 

can be selected for further display. 

Interactive retrieval, with good response times of 2-3 seconds for typical queries and 

1/4 second for typical zooms, was achieved using a page policy in the Telesophy System 

over a local area network (LAN) for a wide variety of data types and sizes. The key idea 

was the use of interaction subsets to match perceptual response time expectations by taking 

advantage of typical interaction patterns. For wide area networks (WAN), the physical 

constraints are different since network transmission dominates disk transfers. Interaction 

subsets are still the key idea for designing perceptually optimized caching policies for 

interactive retrieval. However, as performance measurements will show, the caching 

policies which provide interactive retrieval across LANs are not sufficient to provide 

interactive retrieval across W ANs. As discussed in detail in the following chapters, more 
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sophisticated policies are necessary to overcome the speed limitations of the W ANs. In 

particular, fetching of summaries must be performed to provide an initial display to the user 

within adequate response time then the contents fetched during the time period when the 

user is examining the initial results and considering which commands to issue next 
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4. A Model for Information Spaces 

The infonnation space representation that fonned the underlying basis of the Telesophy 

System is a high-level abstraction that enables a user to manipulate the knowledge of a 

community. The work here uses specific properties of an information space to support 

interactive retrieval across wide-area networks. 

This chapter gives a brief overview of the significant properties of a model for 

info~tion spaces and their application to practical support of interactive retrieval. The 

basic functions are outlined are of a digital library, which fonns the underlying user model. 

An example is given of the contents of an information space in molecular biology, followed 

by a sample interaction with this sample space. Then, the data model of an infonnation 

space is outlined, including discussion of the data structures and data operations. Finally, 

the properties of information spaces that are necessary for interactive retrieval are listed, at 

both the user-level and system-level. 

4.1 Browsing and Sharing in a Digital Library 

A model that the users of an environment supporting an information space might have 

is that of a community library. Electronic libraries have long been a subject of interest 

[Licklider, 1965] but have recently re-emerged as digital libraries since advances in 

software and hardware technology may finally enable large-scale implementation. 

Traditionally, libraries have been repositories of books and journals, while electronic 

libraries, such as on-line bibliographic services, have been repositories of electronic 

abstracts of these materials. A digital 6brary is more inclusive in two senses: it covers 

a wider range of material, both data and code, and it is dynamic, so that users can store as 

well as retrieve items. 
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To model a digital library, examination of the use of a physical library may help 

detennine appropriate functionality. Consider the analogy of doing research in a physical 

library in order to write a book. You start with references from a paper or colleagues, 

look the references up in the card catalog, go to an appropriate section of the library, and 

scan your eye along the titles on the spines of the books. If any books look relevant, you 

pull them off the shelf for detailed examination of the pages. If some pages look relevant, 

you make a copy for later use. Mter some scanning and examining, you go to another 

section of the library, often using references found in the previous section. When the 

research phase is finished, you write your book, utilizing references to copied pages, and 

submit your book to be published (and subsequently placed itself into the library). 

The user model of an information space is a digital library where the books are 

distributed multimedia objects. There are four basic stages in the interaction process: 

browsing, analysis, grouping, and sharing. In browsing, the user can rapidly examine 

selected information units (IUs) in the space. Selection can be done by issuing associative 

queries, following relationship links, or by manual pointing. Results of a selection can be 

displayed at a variety of summary levels, and at each level, the results may be edited. If the 

browsing speed is sufficiently fast, user examination of displays may be sufficient for 

manually selecting relevant items. If the items are too numerous or too complex, manual 

examination may not be sufficient to detennine relevancy. The next stage is analysis, 

where a set of selected IUs can be passed into an external program for automatic filtering. 

Such a program might sort the lUsby date, for example, or perform a complicated 

computation to determine rank ordering against some similarity metric. 

After the selections have been analyzed, manually or automatically, grouping can be 

used to form the IUs into new clusters. Such gr~upings could be relationship links or 

prospective new IUs forming a knowledge region. In building the group, the set of IUs 
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can be composed from many sources. Thus, for example, a region might contain results 

from a series of queries from different sessions, each manually edited or automatically 

analyzed to remove irrelevant items. Once a sufficiently important new group has been 

composed, facilities are available for sharing it with other users in the space, who are the 

members of the electronic community. After appropriate editorial control, the new IU is 

placed into the infonnation space with classification describing its contents and status. 

The basic functions in an information space are thus browsing, which is search plus 

navigation, and sharing, which is filtering plus publishing. To support these basic 

functions, the data model must support complex relationships between infonnation units, 

via links and regions, and sophisticated behavior for manipulating the units, via search, 

editing, and filtering. 

4.2 An Information Space in Molecular Biology 

As a specific example of an infonnation space, the knowledge available for electronic 

manipulation will be described for a scientific community in molecular biology. The 

community consists of those scientists studying the nematode worm C. elegans. This 

sample information space will be used as examples throughout this dissertation. As the 

following list of data within the worm infonnation space shows, this space covers a wide 

range of data types. The list outlines the types and sizes of the data sets, along with their 

typical display presentation. 

• Archival Data 

-- Gene Descriptions. This data provides descriptions of the phenotypes of worm 

mutations and other genetic effects. About 1200 genes are currently known, which are 

displayed as text paragraphs. 
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-- Genetic Map. This data represents the relative positions of genes on the 

chromosomes, based on how often two genes recombine during sexual reproduction. A 

typical display is a line drawing with marks denoting the gene positions. 

-- Physical Map. This data represents cloned fragments of worm DNA and how they 

overlap to form the chromosomes. Genes known to be within a fragment thus have a 

known absolute position. A typical display is a drawing with many overlapping lines and 

located genes. About 10,000 clones nearly cover the chromosomes. 

- DNA Sequences. This data specifies the nucleotide codes for the genes, with only a 

few known at present A typical display is as strings of ACGT. 

--' Cell List This data identifies every one of the 959 cells and its location in the 

worm. A typical display is text with associated diagram of positions. 

-- Wiring Diagram. This graph gives the complete connection pattern of all 302 

neurons. A typical display is as a line drawing. 

-- Cell Lineage. This tree gives the complete developmental history of every cell, i.e. 

which cell develops into which other cells during growth. A typical display is as a line 

drawing. 

• Published literature 

-- Bibliography. This list gives author and title citations for most of the C. elegans 

literature. The current list of some 1200 articles is displayed as text strings. 

-- Abstracts. This data gives brief descriptions of the articles in the literature, 

displayed as text paragraphs. 

-- Full-text This data gives full descriptions of the articles, including all characters 

but excluding drawings, tables, and equations. The display includes multiple pages of text 

-- Page images. This data gives complete descriptions of the articles, obtained by 

digitally scanning and storing images of the pages. Images are displayed as bitmaps. 
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Efforts are underway to encode the printed versions into electronic fonn. The page images 

can then be used for reading, after the full-text is used for searching. 

--. Worm Book. This is the standard reference book The Nematode Caenorhabditis 

Elegans [Wood, 1988], which contains review articles on all aspects of C. elegans 

biology as well as much of the archival data, nearly 700 pages total. 

• Informal Information 

-- Newsletters. The Worm Breeder's Gazette is a newsletter that has been published 

for 10 years and is a rich source of one-page notes about topics of interest from 

experimental results to methods to news items. As with the book and articles, it can best be 

represented as a combl..nation of full-text and page images. 

-- Conferences. The bi-yearly "Wonn Meeting" publishes one-page abstracts of 

presented papers. 

- Lab Directory. This data is the list of current researchers with their addresses. 

- Strain List This is the list of the wonn mutations available from the stock center. 

• Unpublished Data 

These are details or intennediate results maintained in the laboratories of individual 

researchers. They include: experimental methods (text), genomic maps (drawings), 

micrographs (images), and strain lists (text). 

4.3 Sample Interaction with an Information Space 

A preliminary infonnation space environment containing wonn community knowledge 

has been implemented. The current wonn space contains the gene list, physical map, DNA 

sequences, and literature abstracts. The data was gathered from external sources and 

transformed into objects that are read into C++ static structures at start-up time. The 
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screendumps presented are from the system running on a Sun-4 SP ARCstation under the X 

window system. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the preliminary wonn information space in a sample 

session. This session is a summary of the interaction with a biologist, interested in the 

sensory neurons, who is attempting to discover which genes in C. e/egans control nerve 

paralysis. The information space enables the biologist to rapidly locate all such known 

genes and retrieve infonnation about them. 

The session starts with the user entering a search for the keyword "mechanosensory" as 

shown in the topmost Search Control window. The search is perfonned across all objects 

of any type contained in the information space; the window in the upper right contains a 

summary of the number of objects in the current space. The window below Search Control 

labelled Search: "mechanosensory" contains a summary of the set of objects in the wonn 

information space matching this keyword (containing that text string). Each object has a 

one-line summary (unifonn for all types) which can be zoomed into by pointing with the 

mouse and double-clicking. The highlighted object is displayed in the next window 

labelled LIT -406; it is a literature object containing a citation and abstract from the journal 

articles about the wonn. 

In addition to associative search, units in the information space are interconnected and 

the user can follow links to navigate to related units. One example is that literature objects 

are liDked to all genes described in the article. In the next window labelled Search: 

''Traversal Set", the user has requested all objects linked to the selected literature object and 

the system displays one-line summaries of the set of matching gene objects. The user 

selects one gene "mec-3" and zooms into its description, which is displayed in the bottom 

window labelled GEN-1 007. This description shows that mutations in the gene indeed 

make the wonn insensitive to touch. 



Figure 4.l Sample Session: literature and genes 
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Figure 4.2 Sample Session: maps and sequences 
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The next screen shown in Figure 4.2 continues the session. The user now wants to see 

where the gene is located physically on the DNA of the worm and issues the "show 

physical map" command on the selected gene in the Traversal Set This displays a section 

of the physical map of the chromosome showing the known locations for a variety of 

cloned DNA fragments. The window labelled Contig #423 displays the region containing 

mec-3. This window is not just a line drawing but a live graphical display of a composite 

object "physical map" which contains many sub-objects of type "clone". Thus the 

individual objects can be manipulated and interacted with. In this session, the user zooms 

into the clone on the map containing mec-3 and displays its DNA sequence in the window 

at the bottom of the screen. An external analysis program might now be invoked (but not 

yet in this prototype) to compare this gene controlling touch in worms to a library of the 

sequences for genes in all organisms to identify similar genes in humans. 

4.4 The Structure of Information Spaces 

The logical data model of an infonnation space will now be outlined. The strategy for 

representation within an information space is to encapsulate every external data item inside 

an information unit to enable the implementation of generic operations, which support 

uniform manipulation across all data types. 

Information spaces support uniform manipulation of heterogeneous data items by 

transforming them into homogeneous information units. The generation of an information 

space begins with data already existing in external files or databases. The format of this 

data is transformed into a canonical internal representation called an information unit. 

An information unit is an encapsulated object, with an associated set of operations to 
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provide manipulation capability for its particular data type. Every "database" thus has a set 

of transformation routines and every "data type" has a set of data operations. Once the 

data items have become information units, they can be manipulated with a set of generic 

operations. These generic operations support unifonn commands at the user level for such 

functions as search, display. and grouping. Thus a user of an infonnation space need only 

learn one set of commands to manipulate infonnation units. which operate unifonnly across 

a wide range of data types. Each information unit may be connected to other units to 

represent a semantic relationship and collections of infonnation units may be grouped into 

new composite units. An information space is a set of infonnation units and their 

connections. Logically. it is a single uniform graph structure. although physically it may 

be composed of many different sources of data of many different types stored on many 

different machines in many different locations spread across a network. 

Several levels of abstraction are used to form an information space. An atomic IU 

directly encapsulates a raw data item. A com~site IU is a grouping, such as a list or 

set, of atomic and composite IUs. Display (and other operations) depend on the composite 

type; a single display on the screen may be composed of many objects from many 

locations. The generic operations are applicable for any IU. either atomic or composite. 

For example. there is a single set of commands to link together any group of IUs. An 

information unit is an object in the sense of an object-oriented programming language. such 

as Smalltalk [Goldberg. 1983]. The objects are instantiated from class definitions in a 

class hierarchy, consequently the infonnation space forms a kind of object-oriented 

database [Zdonik, 1989; Dittrich. 1987; Kim, 1990], with the definitions for infonnation 

units specifying the semantics for a digital library. 

The groupings of IUs are intended to model real-world classification. e.g. a single 

atomic IU can be contained in multiple composite IUs. One fonn of grouping is the 
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composite IU that clusters several IUs into a single IU; it is referred to as a region in the 

space. Another form of grouping is a link between related IUs; these represent a 

relationship connection between IUs. Links are a different grouping mechanism than 

regions since the links to a given IU can be individually followed but the links as a whole 

do not cluster into a single new IU and cannot thus be manipulated as a single unit by the 

generic operations. Although both regions and links consist of a set of references to other 

ru s, they are separated within the model for purposes of emphasis. Regions capture the 

notion of "containedness" and form first-class groupings typically arising from the result of 

a search command. Links capture the notion of "relatedness" and form second-class 

groupings typically arising from the result of a make-connection command. 

Every information unit has four basic components to its data structure: Evaluation, 

Classification, Connection, and Contents. These correspond respectively to the status for 

external release, names for associative search, links for relationship traversal, and 

contained data items or IUs. These component fields provide the necessary information 

for support of the function in an information space. Browsing is supported by 

Classification for generic search and by Connection for generic navigation, Filtering and 

Grouping are supported by Contents, Sharing is supported by Evaluation. 

The Evaluation fields are used to enable the users and administrators to specify the 

currerit status of the ru, which can determine what may be or should be retrieved. These 

fields specify the editorial and access control mechanisms which can be used to specify 

appropriate policies, by setting editorial-level and privacy-level respectively. Editorial-level 

specifies how much certification the ru contents have undergone, e.g. posted-moderated

edited-refereed. These range from only user checked to administrator checked for topic to 

administrator checked for content to peer reviewed for content. Privacy-level specifies 

who is permitted to manipulate this ru, e.g. personal-group-community-public. 
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The Classification fields have the headers for user-level description of what the IU 

contains. These are "classification" in the library sense of giving a taxonomic metric for 

contained information; that is, what strings can be searched for with an associative 

specification. They are the equivalent of the bibliographic citations in a traditional 

information retrieval system, but across many data types. These fields include: author, 

title, date, and source. Values of these fields are used during browsing for displaying 

summaries without need to use the contents, by generating, for example, a one-description 

from the generic field values. 

The Connection field has the relationship links between this IU and others. It is a set of 

references to IUs, along with label information as to the type of link. A reference could be 

thought of as a pointer, perhaps with several levels of naming indirection. Types of links 

include pointers to IUs in the space, pointers to items in external databases, and labels that 

are searchable. Connections can be used by an administrator or a user for linking to 

annotations of an existing IU. 

The Contents field has the actual contained data item or knowledge region. This is the 

primary place where atomic and composite IUs differ. For atomic IUs the value is an 

encapsulation of an external data item, while for composite IDs the value is a composition 

of IU references. With each of these, the value has a range of possible interpretations 

depending on the type. 

An infonnation space can support a powerful set of generic operations for manipulating 

data because of the basic structure of information units. The class hierarchy within this 

object-oriented database that defines the data operations for each data type can provide 

generic operations by defining the operations at the appropriate level. The class hierarchy 

defines class IU and subclasses for each type of composite IU and atomic IU. Support for 

Evaluation and Connection is defined at the ID level in the class hierarchy and thus is the 
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same for every IU. These operations rely solely on structural properties for access 

pennissions and for relationship links. The basic operations of display, edit, and search 

all rely to some degree on the semantics of the particular IU object. Display of summaries 

can be supported at the IU level if the Classification has sufficient information to generate 

the summary; otherwise the subclass must provide its own operations. Display of Contents 

is type-specific. Edit has a specific operation for each type of atomic IU and each type of 

composite IU. If only one type of composition is provided, e.g. lists or sets, then 

composite editing might be considered to be generic. Search has a specific operation for 

the Contents of each type of atomic IU. A generic search is provided at the IU level for text 

searching of the Classification. There may also be additional subclasses below each type to 

implement the appropriate search methods for each of the data types. For example, two 

different subclasses of type text might implement the search operation by exact word match 

and by closest string match respectively. 

An environment implementing an information space is a complete environment for user 

commands and system programming, whose abstractions are at a level usually reserved for 

applications programs. It might be thus considered as an applications environment built on 

top of a more traditional operating system environment The applications environment 

supports: type transparency (generic class operations for search, display, and grouping), 

location transparency (database directories and remote access), external data (transfonning 

resource items into information units), and external code (executing programs outside of 

the environments with IUs as arguments and results). The underlying operating system 

supports: memory management, network management, and file management This 

dissertation is concerned only with the applications environment. In particular, 

enhancements in any of the basic operating system management will not be considered, 

including designs for object systems (memory), transfer protocols (network), or disk 
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clustering (file). The design of the information environment here will also assume 

implementation using existing programming languages and programming tools on existing 

fixed hardware, including tenninals, networks, and servers. 

4.5 Interactive RetrieVal of Information Objects 

The discussion above has touched upon the logical data model for information spaces. 

The rest of this dissertation is concerned with the issues in efficiently implementing this 

representation, the physical model 

This section outlines the requirements for interactive retrieval of information objects, 

the primary topic of this dissertation. The techniques described in subsequent chapters, 

which support caching across networks, actually cover a more general class of structures 

and systems than information spaces. For example, efficient implementation of retrieval 

requires consideration of structural components and display operations but not of 

evaluation pennissions and editing operations. The objects must still encapsulate units of 

infonnation as opposed to serving other purposes. In particular, information objects are 

interconnected and have operations for displaying summary/contents. 

Collections of information objects with the properties in the following list can be 

efficiently cached across wide-area networks using the policies to be discussed in the 

remainder of the dissertation. The first and last items deal with properties of the user while 

the middle items deal with properties of the objects. Each item in the list discusses the 

object property and how it can be utilized to improve caching performance. 
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• Response Constraints 

Interactive retrieval is "interactive" by virtue of meeting stringent response time 

constraints. In browsing information spaces, these are perceptual limits where any 

operation that actually executes faster seems to take about the same time and any operation 

that actually executes slower seems to be much slower. These limits are operation

dependent, e.g. a zoom from a display summary to a display contents has a limit around 

human reaction time while a query returning IUs matching an associative specification has a 

much slower limit Performance may thus be improved with a caching policy that fetches 

more during a slow operation to make a fast operation faster later. 

• Displayed Objects 

In an interactive application, the set of objects that have some current representation on 

the display have a special status. The operations requiring the fastest response, such as 

edit contents or follow links, are typically issued on selected objects from the current 

display. (Slower operations, such as query to select subset, may be issued on non

displayed objects.) This is a consequence of the user perception that visible objects should 

be easier to manipulate than invisible objects since they are already "in-hand". Performance 

may thus be improved with a caching policy where the objects to be used in the current 

display are fetched first. For example, the Telesophy System fetched only the current 

screenful worth of objects. 

• Display Levels 

In a browsing application, many objects must often be examined to locate those of 

current interest This examination is facilitated by supporting different levels of display, 

where summaries of many objects can be displayed before selecting a few for display in 
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more detail There should be at least two levels, e.g. a one-line summary and the complete 

contents. If the objects have components corresponding to the display levels, then the 

current display can be generated by fetching only parts of the requested objects. For 

example, an object might have headers and body that are all that is necessary to display the 

summary and contents respectively. Perfonnance may thus be improved with a caching 

policy that fetches the summary parts first, then only fetches contents if there is sufficient 

time within the response constraints. 

• Interconnection Links 

In an information space, objects may have complicated semantic relationships with 

other objects. These relationships are represented by interconnection links that are used for 

local navigation within the space. Unlike search, while performing navigation the set of 

objects of potential next interest can be exactly predicted since they are the objects found by 

traversing along the links of the current objects. Performance may thus be improved with a 

caching policy which prefetches the linked objects within the locality region of those 

objects being fetched. This prefetching may improve the speed of future navigation 

operations. 

• User Think-Time 

An interactive session typically contains many commands. After each command, the 

user examines the resulting display and considers which command to issue next During 

this cognition period, commonly called "think-time", the system is idle while waiting for 

the next request Thus, any operations performed during the user think-time do not 

increase the response time. Performance may thus be improved with a caching policy that 

utilizes think-time to prefetch objects likely to be of future use. For example, an 
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incremental policy might fetch the summary parts during the command period then the 

contents parts dming the idle period. 

The caching policies described in this dissertation are baserl upon the items in the above 

list The Telesophy System in Chapter 3 used the first two (response constraints, 

displayed objects), the demand policies in Chapter 6 use the next two (display levels, 

interconnection links) while the incremental policies in Chapter 7 use the last (user think

time). 
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5. Caching in Information Spaces 

To meet the goal of universal manipulation of knowledge, the information environment 

must attempt to provide uniform access to infonnation from widely distributed sources. 

That is, location transparency should be achieved to whatever degree is practically possible 

by providing uniform access to all sources on the network. Logical transparency, remotely 

fetching requested information ~.thout explicit description of machine and network 

address, can be supported via standard data protocols, such as TCP/IP, and network-wide 

naming schemes, such as distributed file systems within Internet domains. Physical 

transparency, supporting access to remote data with response times comparable to those for 

local data, is much more difficult, as it also requires disguising the physical location in 

tenns of speed of access. 

A traditional approach to improving performance of access to remote data is the 

technique of caching. Caching makes remote slow memories appear to be local fast 

memory by transmitting objects from the remote memories into a local "cache" memory. 

Effective caching involves implementing a transparent memory hierarchy. The situation 

involved in implementing infonnation spaces differs from traditional applications in ways 

that significantly affect the details of how the caching is perfonned. 

This chapter discusses to what extent practical physical location transparency can be 

achieved. The discussion centers around optimizations to achieve sufficient speed for 

transparency of remote access. This transparency revolves around effective caching, which 

in turn revolves around parameters and policies. Caching parameters describe the 

environmental conditions which characterize how the transmission between memories is 

done, e.g. the size of the cache memory or the size of the transmitted objects. Caching 

policies describe the different algorithms for transmitting the objects into the cache 
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memory, e.g. when the objects are transmitted or which existing objects in the cache are 

removed to make room for the new objects. The key to effective caching is choosing an 

appropriate set of policies for the parameters present in the application under consideration. 

The discussion below systematically examines the range of caching parameters and policies 

for infonnation spaces and gives perfonnance measurements for different policies across 

different usages and different networks. The conclusion of this discussion is that it is 

possible to achieve acceptably fast browsing in a wide variety of common situations in 

scientific applications, even across the NSFNET, which is a multiple gateway nationwide 

network. 

In an infonnation space, the goal of location transparency is to maintain a true virtual 

object space with no noticeable speed difference across the levels of memory hierarchy. 

That is, all infonnation units in the infonnation space should appear to be local, both in 

terms of logical access reach ability and physical access time. To accomplish this, a 

caching policy is needed to fetch remote units into local memory whenever the desired 

infonnation units are not already in the local cache. Desired units can be specified, either 

by search (query matching) or by navigation (link following). Caching in infonnation 

spaces has many aspects in common with caching in traditional applications, but there are 

important differences as discussed in detail below. The most noticeable differences are the 

relative slowness of retrieval across wide-area networks and the relative lack of locality in 

re-using items during searching. The slowness of retrieval causes the fetching of subsets 

of desired IUs to be more important than traditionally, while the lack of locality causes the 

policies for replacement (which items are removed from the cache) to be less important than 

those for fetching (which items are placed into the cache). 
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5.1 The Caching Landscape 

This section describes the landscape for implementing caching, what the potential range 

of parameters and policies are. A number of different situations in caching across the 

memory hierarchy are contrasted, in both traditional applications and infonnation spaces. 

Next, the parameters and policies most significant to implementing caching are described. 

This is followed by a discussion of the particular determining features for infonnation 

spaces. Finally, the specific parameters and policies for infonnation spaces which are 

considered in detail in the rest of this chapter are outlined. 

5.1.1 Caching in the Memory Hierarchy 

The memory hierarchy is a generic term for all the data storage devices in a complete 

computer system. As computing systems have progressed, the range of memories in the 

memory hierarchy has expanded. A prototype computing environment for a scientific 

researcher of today might include: a personal workstation connected via a local area 

network to a department mainframe connected via the national network to a supercomputer 

or database server. With current technology in computer architecture, systems, and 

networks, the memory hierarchy might include, in increasing distance from the user: 

workstation RAM, workstation disk, mainframe data RAM, mainframe disk, server RAM, 

server disk. These memories differ not only in closeness to the user in tenns of network 

transmission time but also in size and speed of memory access. Caching is the process 

of temporarily copying data from one memory into another where the access will be faster. 

This faster access might be due to raw memory speed or shorter transmission delay or less 

contention. The cache is the memory into which the data is fetched for CUlTent access; it 

could be a RAM or a disk. The cache is usually faster but also smaller than the original 

memory so that only a subset of the items used during a session can be stored. The 
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caching policies determine which items are stored when in the cache to increase the total 

access time. 

Transparently extending the memory hierarchy for perfonnance reasons is a well

studied area in hardware architecture and operating system design. A set of significant 

parameters have evolved which affect a set of caching policies that govern the memory 

extension. Each new application area has different parameter values which make different 

policies predominant The application changes as the memory hierarchy is extended from 

fast RAM to main RAM to local disk to remote disk on a LAN to remote disk across a 

national network (WAN). This section discusses the memory hierarchy and a variety of 

important applications caching within it 

Hardware caches were the original area where caching was introduced and have now 

become a standard feature of computer architectures [Smith, 1982, 1987]. Analysis of 

programs performing numerical computation showed that such programs had significant 

locality, e.g. portions of the program were loops where a significant amount of program 

execution took place. At the same time, analysis of program execution showed that a 

significant amount of the time was spent performing memory access. So hardware 

designers began to incorporate a fast "cache" memory in addition to the main memory to 

fetch data and code into for actual program execution. This cache memory was faster than 

the main memory but also much smaller. Since the cache was too small to contain the 

entire program, the primary concern for the caching policy became which items to maintain 

in the cache, in particular which items to replace in the steady state when the cache was 

already full and new items were fetched. 

File caches emerged with the recent advent of workstation networks and have become 

an area of active research interest [Nelson, 1988; Howard, 1988]. Compared to hardware 

caches, these are disk caches handled by the operating system rather than RAM caches 
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handled by the computer hardware. Data is cached within a workstation network from a 

file server disk over the local area network to the local workstation disk rather than within a 

mainframe computer from the main RAM over the internal bus to the fast cache RAM. 

Once again, the cache memory is faster than the permanent memory, although the main 

cause is less contention for resources rather than absolute faster access time. Once again, 

the cache memory is much smaller than the pennanent memory (small disks on the local 

workstation versus multiple large disks on the file server). Since the unit of caching is 

usually a complete file, the space on the local disk is a scarce resource and the replacement 

policy is significant for performance. 

Virtual memory is another long standing feature of operating systems and hardware 

architectures. It shares with other fonns of caching the desire to transparently utilize faster 

local memory for accessing slower remote memory. But the intent is to extend the 

boundaries of local memory rather than to speed program execution. The key to virtual 

memory is supporting this addressing extension so that addresses can be referenced in 

virtual memory which extend beyond the size limits of actual physical RAM. The physical 

RAM is essentially a hardware cache for the logical RAM, part of which physically resides 

on disk. The caching mechanism is quite similar to that for hardware caches, with two 

significant differences. The first is that the cache is large compared to a typical hardware 

cache, large enough to contain much of the program being executed and its data. This is 

because the "cache" is actually main memory. The second is that, compared with a 

hardware cache, the speed disparity between the cache memory and the pennanent memory 

is much larger. This is because the caching is between RAM and disk rather than between 

RAM and RAM. Thus the significance of the fetching policy for perfonnance is greater. 

Information spaces contain aspects of all these other fonns of caching. They use the 

main memory of the local workstation as a cache with the permanent memory residing on a 
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disk on a file selVer remote across a wide-area network. Information spaces are a little 

like hardware caches since there is a local fast RAM which is much faster but much smaller 

than the permanent memory. Information spaces are even more like file caches since the 

pennanent memory resides on a disk and the caching takes place over a network. 

Information spaces could be considered a fonn of virtual memory since they extend the 

addressing of information units beyond those physically local to all reachable information 

with transparent caching across the network. The cache is also large compared to the 

requests since it comprises the workstation RAM and the cache speed is much faster than 

the permanent memory since the cache is a RAM rather than a disk. Two additional 

aspects of information spaces further decrease the significance of replacement and increase 

the significance of fetching in the caching policy. The first is that the locality in browsing a 

space is relatively small compared to the size of the cache, so it might be possible to fetch 

all relevant items into the cache. The second, and most significant, is the stringent time 

constraints. As will be discussed at length below, to support adequate browsing 

performance, an infonnation space must cache large amounts of data over a relatively slow 

network in a small amount of time. This need for speed forces the caching policy to 

satisfy user requests by fetching subsets of the requested information which are adequate 

for the needs of user interaction. 

5.12 Caching Parameters and Policies 

To layout the caching landscape in some detail, the parameters and policies relevant to 

traditional applications of caching will be discussed. The set of parameters and policies are 

rougliIy the same for all application areas, including browsing in infonnation spaces, but 

the importance and dominance differs from area to area. The discussion here will focus 

upon hardware caches, following the discussion in the sUlVeys [Smith 1982] and [Smith 
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1987]. Hardware caches are the original and prototypical fonn of caching, where the 

concepts and terminology are most standard. Operating system textbooks often use 

hardware caches as the introduction to describing the critical features of virtual memory 

implementation [Silberschatz, 1988] while computer architecture textbooks often use virtual 

memory implementation as the motivation for describing the critical features of hardware 

caches [Tanenbaum, 1984]. Example "traditional applications" are execution of a user 

progra.T., such as a numerical computation, or a system program, such as a language 

compiler. 

A hardware cache is a RAM memory in a large computer separate from the main RAM 

memory. It is typically faster than main memory, perhaps by a factor of 10, but also 

much smaller, perhaps by a factor of 1000. Since the size of a typical cache is only a few 

kilobytes, only a small portion of a program being executed will typically fit in the cache. 

Most work on caching has concentrated on improving the performance of program 

execution. Obviously, storing items in a cache will increase execution speed only when 

the time saved by using the cache exceeds the time required to store the items into it One 

typical situation is storing the code and data for a program loop in the cache so that repeated 

execution takes place from this fast memory. Another is prestoring potential flow paths 

such as those for branch points or subroutine calls so that the items are already cached 

when invoked. These situations illustrate locality properties, where the portions of 

code and data necessary for program execution are clustered into predictable chunks re

usable in either space or time. Storing such chunks in the cache, e.g. a complete program 

loop, implies that subsequent accesses take place from the cache and thus are faster. Thus 

a program with considerable locality can execute significantly faster \\ith a cache than 

without 

==_ ... _ ... --_ .. -... 
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From extensive research into caching portions of executing programs, a variety of 

important parameters have been identified. With respect to an application environment, 

these parameters can be used to determine the most appropriate choice of caching policies 

for the application. Since caching fetches items from one memory in the memory 

hierarchy to another, the most significant parameters involve details of: what is fetched, 

how it is fetched, where it is fetched from, where it is fetched to, and the degree of locality. 

• Page size is the fixed-size unit of fetching between the cache and main memory. In 

hardware caches, a "page" is typically called a "line" but it is still a (small) fixed number of 

bytes. To yield the lowest average delay per memory reference, the page size is set to a 

value which optimizes fetching perfonnance, based upon cache size and access time. 

• Cache bandwidth is the rate at which data can be read/written to the cache. It depends 

on the data path between the memories in the memory hierarchy and in hardware caches is 

not a primary bottleneck. 

• Cache levels is the number of physically different caches. In some hardware 

architectures, greater efficiency is achieved by several different caches of different sizes and 

different speeds which fonn a mini-memory hierarchy. 

• Cache size is the number of units that can be present in the fast cache. Obviously, the 

larger the better but cost considerations on the computer architecture typically constrain the 

size of a hardware cache to be small (a few kilobytes). 

• Locality pattern is the degree to which the execution usage of the code and data is 

clustered. A tight inner loop or a program branch has a high degree of locality, whereas an 

associative search on a database or a random access of a file has a low degree. 

From extensive research into caching portions of executing programs, a variety of 

important policies have been identified. These specify particular algorithms for carrying 

out the portions of the caching process; the most effective algorithm for each portion is 
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determined by the parameters for the application being executed. Since caching fetches 

items from one memory in the memory hierarchy to another, the most significant policies 

deal with: when and what units are fetched, what units are removed from the cache to make 

room for the new units, where the replaced units are stored pennanently, and when the new 

value of units which have been modified is stored permanently. 

• Fetching policy determines the time at which pages are retrieved from permanent 

storage. The most common policy is "demand fetching", which retrieves pages or lines 

when they are referenced during program execution but not already present in the cache 

memory. In cases where future desired pages can be effectively predicted (such as those in 

a branch point), prefetching or "lookahead fetching" can be a good additional policy. 

Typically, the cache will be already full when the new pages are fetched. 

• Replacement policy detennines which pages will be removed from the cache to make 

slots for the new pages. The most common policy is "Least Recently Used" (LRU), which 

attemPts to maintain pages that are being currently accessed (such as those within a loop) 

by recording the time of last access for each page and replacing the one which was accessed 

least recently. The memory hierarchy may have multiple locations for pennanent storage, 

e.g. multiple cache memories with different access speeds or multiple disks with different 

speed network connections. 

• Placement policy determines where removed pages are written back to or, more 

generally, where pages are pennanently stored. The most common policy is to store pages 

in the closest convenient memory, where convenience is based upon size and administrative 

constraints. If modifications have been made to pages while in temporary cache memory, 

these modifications must be recorded pennanently. 

• . Update policy determines the technique to decide which pages have been modified 

and when their modifications are recorded on pennanent storage. The most common policy 
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is ''write-back'' (or copy-back) • which maintains a "dirty" bit for each page which is set 

when it is modified and when a page is repI3.ced, it is written back to a pennanent location 

if the dirty bit is set. Another common policy is "write-through". where the page is 

immediately written back to the main pennanent memory when it is modified. 

As a way of providing an overview of the important features of implementing caching. 

folloW;..ng is a list of criteria from [Smith. 1982] which can be used to design and evaluate 

optimal caching policies for program execution: 

(1) maximize cache hits. A "hit" is when the referenced page is already in the cache 

memory. Perfonnance is fastest when this happens as often as possible. This is 

particularly affected by fetching and replacement policies which make use of program 

locality. as well as by the cache size. 

(2) minimize cache access time. When there are multiple caches available. 

performance is fastest when referenced pages are most often in the fastest cache. This is 

particularly affected by the placement policy. 

(3) minimize miss delay. A "miss" is when the referenced page is not already in the 

cache memory and must be fetched from remote storage. Performance is fastest when the 

overhead for miss satisfaction is as low as possible. This is particularly affected by the 

fetching policies which make use of program lookahead. as well as by the cache 

bandwidth. 

(4) minimize cleanup for UiJdate. When pages are replaced, they must be updated on 

permanent storage when modified. Perfonnance is fastest when the overhead for cache 

coherency is as low as possible. This is particularly affected by the update policies. 
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The next subsection will present this list again with reference to browsing rather than 

traditional applications. 

5.13 Special Fen17.ues o/I,,!ormaP.on Spaces 

An infonnation space supports browsing through arbitrary infonnation units across 

wide-area networks. As described in the last chapter, there are a number of special features 

of infonnation spaces which make their caching implementation differ from traditional 

applications. The parameters and policies are the same but the importance of each differs. 

Many of these features reflect the unusually stringent performance requirements of 

browsing, caused by unusually difficult combination of parameters and environment, 

namely the need to fetch large amounts of information over slow networks in small 

amounts of time. 

The natural caching unit is an infonnation unit, although the granularity is dependent on 

the particular application needs. The information unit is a semantic cluster whose bytes 

should be always fetched together and which is typically larger than a disk transfer block, 

as discussed in section 5.3.1. So the caching will use variable-sized segments rather than 

fixed-size pages to reduce the packetizing overhead. This implies that the segment size is a 

by-product of the user requests rather than something which can be optimized by the 

system. "Object size" is thus a caching parameter, which is a detenninant of the caching 

policy. This is as opposed to "page size" in traditional applications which is algorithmically 

set to a value to optimize perfonnance. 

Browsing has a significantly different access pattern from programs, the traditional 

objects for caching. To support acceptably fast interaction during browsing, user 

perception demands that the response time for the various commands is less than certain 
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limits. These limits are stringent psychological constraints for the access time from disk 

retrieval to screen display. Since multiple objects are typically necessary to satisfy a user 

request, only subsets of these can be fetched from remote sources in the allotted time 

intervals. Accordingly, caching policies for which subsets to fetch, based on the t;aching 

parameters, becomes an important consideration not customary in traditional caching where 

miss resolution involves single page faults. Prefetching lookahead policies are also 

important in this application, where information units connected to the requested units are 

returned in addition to objects for an initial screen display. Thus, the consideration of 

deiT'Wld paging in program execution instead becomes consideration of demand lookahead 

of object subsets in browsing infonnation spaces. 

Acerbating the psychological constr3ints is the requirement to support the infonnation 

space transparently across nation-wide networks. Parameters such as "cache bandwidth" 

are relatively minor in traditional applications but playa major role in detennining the 

caching policy in browsing. In particular, the effective transmission rate over the wide-area 

networks is small compared to the large size and number of objects which must be quicldy 

transmitted. This again points to fetching subsets or subpieces rather than complete user 

requests when resolving object misses. 

The lack of locality in searching during browsing applications further implies that many 

of the traditional caching considerations are not of primary importance. Browsing has two 

primary methods of access of remote data: search and navigation. In general search, an 

arbitrary associative query is transmitted to all relevant information sources: the results 

from each query tend to be randomly distributed across the physical disks containing the 

sources and the results of each query are relatively independent from the previous. Thus 

there is little locality in either space or time from one search request to another. In 

navigation, on the other hand, the set of possible next units of interest can be exactly 
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predicted: they are the units connected to the current set Such units may be not clustered 

physically on the disk (although later clustering could place them together) but the possible 

set of future fetches is known. Thus there is locality in time and a lookahead policy can be 

effective. 

The replacement policy is of relatively little importance in both search and navigation. 

In search, since the results of each query replace (most of) the results of the previous, 

much. of the cache is available for replacement at every fetch. In navigation, the immediate 

link sets of all relevant units are relatively small, much smaller than the cache in most actual 

information spaces (where the branching factor at each node is relatively small). Thus it 

will often be possible to keep the link sets of relevant units in physical memory so that any 

replacement policy which leaves connected units in the cache will increase predicted 

performance. Similarly, there are no critical boundaries in detennining the cache size since 

it is rarely big enough for a complete session consisting of many commands. 

One final feature of information spaces is that a large proportion of the data to be 

fetched is read-only. That is, a typical information space consists of several substantial 

archival data sets not modifiable by the users and a much smaller amount of composite IUs 

which consist of pointers to IUs in these data sets. Updating to permanent storage is thus 

relatiyely infrequent and a correspondingly less important consideration in caching. For 

example, the IUs could be tagged as to whether they are modifiable or not; if modifiable, 

write through is done and otherwise, they are simply replaced. Concurrent write is also 

simpler when the main body of IUs is read-only. For example, the modifiable meta-data 

units, e.g. composite IU regions, could be kept in the local cache for modification, then 

atomically released into the permanent information space when pushed out of the cache. 

Such a simple policy is effective since the "sharing" supported between users accessing the 

same region is deferred rather than real-time for library browsing applications. 
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Read-only data also implies that replication of objects is a straightforward matter. Since 

the archival data changes relatively slowly, it can be replicated at many local sites and 

updated periodically, e.g. weekly. This fonn of placement policy may be very important to 

perfonnance given the difference in effective rate between local and national networks. The 

much smaller read-write data can be accessed remotely since it is primarily pointers (IU 

references). 

As a final contrast of browsing in infonnation spaces to traditional program execution, 

the important criteria listed previously for detennining caching policies will be re-examined. 

(1) maximize cache hits. Browsing has little locality compared to other applications 

and this occurs primarily by lookahead to potential following of connections or region 

containments, relatively unaffected by the replacement policy. This is the most important 

consideration for programs but relatively unimportant for browsing. 

(2) minimize cache access time. If remote network access is too slow, fetch only an 

interactive subset of the requested items. 

(3) minimize miss delay. Since completely satisfying misses over wide-area networks 

within the desirable time constraints would usually be too slow, fetching subsets of the 

miss is necessary. This is the most important consideration for browsing but not usually 

an option for programs. 

(4) minimize cleanup for update. Most IUs are read-only and thus need only maintain 

a small subarea of the cache for user created units with write-through when modified. 
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5.1.4 Caching in Information Spaces 

Based on the above special features of infonnation spaces, four main parameters can be 

used to detennine effective choices of four main policies. These are briefly defined here 

and discussed at length in the sections below on Caching Parameters and Caching Policies, 

where. the specific range of values used in the measurements are given. 

The Caching Parameters detennine the critical features of the data to be fetched and 

the physical layout of the memory hierarchy. Object Size is the size in bytes of the 

infonnation units to be fetched; there are several distinct classes of different sizes. Recall 

the units are segments so this parameter is a generalization of page size. Network Speed is 

the effective rate in bits per second of the network connection between the remote 

permanent storage and the local cache memory; there are several distinct classes with 

different typical speeds. Recall that the data path is a network so that this parameter is a 

generalization of cache bandwidth. Machine Configuration is the number of levels in the 

memory hierarchy at which objects can be placed; there are several possible locations with 

different access speeds. This implies there are multiple potential caches so this parameter is 

a generalization of cache levels. Locality Access Pattern is the extent to which locality is 

maintained during different patterns of object access during a browsing application; there 

are several different patterns with different amounts of locality. One last possible 

parameter is Cache Size, which will not be considered further in this dissertation. The 

number of objects on disk are assumed to be far greater than the number of objects storable 

in the cache and the number of objects cacheable at anyone time are assumed to exceed the 

size of any commonly occurring link set of relevant infonnation unit connections, although 

the cache size may not suffice for a complete session. 
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The Caching Policies detennine when, which, where, and how the infonnation unit 

objects are retrieved and stored between pennanent storage and cache memory. The 

Fetching Policy consists of Fetching Tune and Fetching Subset. Fetching Time detennines 

at what time the IUs are fetched; there are several distinct times depending on the uJCality 

Access Pattern. Fetching Subset determines what portion of the missed IUs is actually 

fetched at the fetching time; there are several distinct portions depending on the Object Size 

and Network Speed which make radical differences in perfonnance. Replacement Policy 

determines which IUs are pushed out of the cache upon fetching new ones; there are 

several distinct policies depending on the Locality Access Pattern but none make much 

difference to the perfonnance since there is relatively little locality in browsing. Placement 

Policy detennines where the IUs are permanently stored; there are several distinct locations 

depending on the Machine Configuration (and the Object Size and Locality Access Pattern). 

One last possible policy is Update Policy, which will not be considered further in this 

dissertation, partially because it is so simple for this application that it can be subsumed into 

Replacement It will be assumed that read-only IUs are simply discarded from the cache 

whereas user-modifiable IUs are marked with a single dirty bit and written through to tt'leir 

original permanent storage location; modifiable IUs are such a low proportion of the traffic 

that no special policies are necessary to lower write-through overhead. 

As discussed in more detail in section 4.5, the investigations in this dissertation are 

concentrated at the applications leveL Thus optimizations possible with new techniques in 

operating systems or network protocols are beyond (and below) the scope of the present 

work. In particular, the virtual memory already supported by the operating system must be 

taken as a given. This extension of actual physical memory onto local disk is not under the 

control of the information space implementation. What can be controlled is which portions 

of which local files are to be placed into operating system virtual memory. Here "local" 
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means "under the control of the file system within the operating system", which might be 

anywhere within a local area network for a remotely mounted file system in a distributed 

file system implementation. In addition, the infonnation space implementation can control 

which portions of which remote files are retrieved into the local file system. Here "remote" 

means "at some machine across the nationwide network beyond the local area network" and 

the network protocol providing the bytestream transfer is not under the control of the 

information space implementation. 

5.2 Constraints and Policies 

The major novel caching policy for infonnation spaces is fetching subsets of units 

rather than complete miss requests. This policy relies on fetching only those units and 

those substructures of units which will be displayed first. The net::essity for fetching 

subsets in browsing arises because there are stringent timing constraints to fetch an amount 

of data over a network connection whose effective transfer rate is small in comparison. 

This section considers the constraints existing on browsing implementations and the 

various techniques for fetching within these constraints. 

52.1 Psychological Constraints 

The primary difference between information spaces and conventional programs as an 

application is the interactive nature of browsing. In interactive applications, a person is 

examining the results which are being returned and displayed. Thus the timing constraints 

are different than merely being executed as quickly as possible. For effective interactive 

use, to support a direct manipulation interface [Hutchins, 1986] where the user has the 

illusion of directly manipulating information units in the space, all operations should be 

perceptually "instantaneous". The definition of instantaneous depends the user's 
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perception of how long the operation being performed should take. There is "little graceful 

degradation": response times shorter than a certain limit appear to take the same time 

whereas those longer than the limit appear to be much longer. The IUs returned in this 

instantaneous period need not be the complete set of all requested IUs but should be a large 

enough subset to provide a display context for the user to examine and interact with. 

Based on experience with watching users browse through a substantial information 

space in the Telesophy System. as described in Chapter 3, there are two primary factors 

that affect user perception of system response time. The first has to do with screen display 

while the second has to do with command processing. For user commands whose 

processing takes substantial lengths of time, the important factor is how long it takes to 

display the initial results. On the other hand; for user commands whose processing is 

relatively quick, the important factor is how long that processing takes. Typical user 

commands corresponding to these system factors are query, where the user issues an 

associative request which may need to be transmitted to ~y remote information sources, 

and zoom, where the user selects a displayed summary of an IU and requests display of its 

complete contents. Query seems perceptually to be a slow interactive command since the 

user thinks of the command requiring going to many sources and searching through them. 

It is the electronic analogue of physically walking to a section of a library. The significant 

parameter to provide interactive response for query is when the initial screen resulting from 

the query is displayed to the user. Zoom, on the other hand, seems perceptually to be a fast 

interactive command since the user thinks of the command as requiring only a different 

display of an IU already in-hand. It is the electronic analogue of pulling a book off a shelf 

and opening it to view the pages. The significant parameter to provide interactive response 

is again when the display of the results appear to the user. 
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Choosing realistic psychological constraints for the commands in browsing infonnation 

spaces is necessary to properly evaluate the performance of implementations of its physical 

model. These constraints are response time limits, which the caching policy must satisfy 

to support interactive retrieval. Such constraints should be based upon factors from 

human perception and thus represent human limits and desires rather than limits on the 

systems technology and implementation. Although the response limits will be referred to 

by a single number, they are necessarily soft and represent a range of realistic values. 

Response times below the limits appear to be perceptually "instantaneous" for the particular 

command. The numbers chosen will be the minimum and smallest limits so that the 

co~ds which the user may issue and still maintain interactivity are as unrestricted as 

possible. Under many circumstances, longer response times may stili be satisfactory to 

support interactive response. 

The screen display limit chosen here, such as for query, is based upon human reading 

time [Schneidennan, 1984]. After the user issues the command, they must wait until the 

initial display of its results and examine them for suitability before issuing the next 

command. With a query, for example, where the results are typically returned as 

summaries, the user must scan these summaries before issuing the next command. In the 

Telesophy System, for example, 20 one-line summaries of IUs were returned as the initial 

results of a query. A minimum time to read, even quickly scan, a screenful of text is 

approximately 1 second. This is a low limit for commands requiring significant 

processing, such as query. However, it is also a reasonable limit for other commands 

which display a new screenful, such as page scrolling. 

The command processing limit chosen here, such as for zoom, is based upon human 

reaction time [Alpern, 1971]. After the user issues the command, they must wait until the 

initial display of its results but then may immediately issue the next command. With a 
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zoom, for example, the user may select one summary to be fully displayed then 

immediately select another summary as fast as they can issue the command. The minimum 

time required to accomplish this new command is the human reaction time of approximately 

250 milliseconds. In this period, the user can see the stimulus, such as a selected summary 

line, and make a response, such as clicking the mouse. A physiological explanation of the 

reaction time is that it requires two directed eye movements, or saccades, each taking 100 

milliseconds, with a short cognition period in-between. The reaction time is a reasonable 

limit for zoom commands. It is also a reasonable, although somewhat low limit, for 

following links from the current IU. 

When the user issues a series of commands, the response time limit for the series is the 

sum of the individual response time limits. A navigation consisting of following 3 links 

successively should thus take place within 750 milliseconds for interactive response. 

Similarly, a complete session consisting of a query then two sets of navigation should take 

place within 2.5 seconds, with the break-down being 1 second for the query and 250 

milliseconds for each of the 6 link followings. 

5.2.2 Physical Constraints 

Before examining the possible caching policies, it is important to understand the 

constraints placed on the implementation. These physical constraints, which are features of 

the hardware or operating system, are the flip-side of the psychological constraints, which 

are features of the cognitive processing of the users. Caching across networks requires 

fetching data from a remote disk and transmitting the data across the network to the local 

memory. 
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There are two primary bottlenecks in the transfer of data from remote to local. The first 

is the delay in retrieving data from the disk. This is dominated by the physical head 

movements of the disk drive. The second is transmission time across the network. This is 

dominated by a variety of factors, including roundtrip latency and error checking. These 

two bottlenecks represent the primary physical constraints on caching within an infonnation 

space. For the applications level of implementation assumed in this dissertation, these 

cons~ts are a given around which the policies must be devised. The object size and 

particularly the network bandwidth obviously are also major factors in determining the 

caching speed. These are discussed in detail in section 5.4. 

Across local area networks, disk seeks are the major slowing factor. This is because 

the network effective rate is small compared with the data being transmitted so that the 

mechanical motion becomes a bottleneck. A disk seek requires positioning of the disk head 

above a desired track vertically and as well as waiting for the disk to rotate to the 

appropriate cylinder horizontally (half a complete rotation in the average case). Because of 

this mechanical motion, the speeds are measured in milliseconds as opposed to the 

microseconds of electronic memories. A typical high-performance magnetic hard-disk, 

such as the Fujitsu SuperEagle winchester drive, can perform on the average 50 seeks per 

second. A convenient rough limit for fetching is thu:; 50 IUs per second, regardless of the 

disk transfer rate. The actual limit is higher, because there is some possibility that two or 

more IUs to be fetched are already on the same block and because IUs on the same track 

can also be fetched in one seek. Partitioning the IUs into administrative groupings and 

physically spreading these across several disks will increase this limit by permitting fetches 

to be performed in parallel. An even more effective method is to physically cluster en the 

disk IUs which will be frequently retrieved together; this minimizes the number of seeks 
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necessary since a cluster can be retrieved by transfer from a single disk seek. Different 

clustering techniques are discussed below in section 5.4.4. 

Across wide area networks, the transmission time across the network itself becomes the 

major factor in retrieval speed. There are a variety of factors, including network latency 

delay and reliable ordered delivery. Network latency delay has a fixed overhead 

corresponding to the roundtrip packet transmission time, regardless of the amount of data 

transmitted. For example, the roundtrip packet time across the wide-area network 

measured in this dissertation takes 125 milliseconds, or half of the zoom perceptual limit. 

Reliable ordered delivery is the guarantee provided by network protocols such as TCP that 

packets transmitted across the network will arrive ''properly''. Reliable delivery guarantees 

that a packet transmitted will arrive at all, e.g. if a packet is lost then it will be re

transmitted. Ordered delivery guarantees that the packets sent in a certain sequence will be 

received in the same sequence, e.g. delaying receipt of a packet until its predecessor has 

been delivered. Reducing the number of packet copies, e.g. in the network gateways, can 

also increase perfonnance. The applications level of an information environment has no 

control over the number of copies. However, rewriting the underlying operating system 

kernel to reduce the number of copies can drarnatically increase performance. For example, 

the x-kernel achieves some 87% effective rate of the total network bandwidth on a local

area network [Hutchinson, 1989] as compared to the 50% achieved here. 

One final factor which can have a major impact on caching perfonnance is network 

contention. Browsing in infonnation spaces has an unusual bursty traffic pattern which 

requires large amounts of data delivered in a short amount of time. Many users 

simultaneously requesting new material can saturate the network. Demand fetching to 

support browsing has the desirable feature that it provides bursty traffic: the user requests 

some material, a large burst is quickly sent, then the user examines the material on their 
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local machine without further requests to the network. For example, in rapid browsing 

mode, a user might request new material every 5 seconds, so if the system takes 1 second 

of network time to satisfy the request, 5 users can be simultaneously supported. For the 

molecular biology community with 500 users spread across the NSFNET, supporting 5 

users at a time would be quite satisfactory for interactive perfonnance. However, as will 

be shown, demand fetching is a bit sluggish to provide interactive retrieval over the WAN, 

so another caching policy, incremental fetching, will be used. In an incremental policy, 

additional data is prefetched during the time period when the user is thinking about what 

command to issue next and the system is otherwise idle. Since this is the period when 

other users were being serviced with the demand policy, a potential for blockage from 

network contention arises. If the network time consumed to satisfy a request decreases, a 

satisfactory number of users can still be supported. Otherwise, the traditional method for 

decreasing network: contention must be used, namely increasing network bandwidth. 

523 Fetching Policies: Contents Subsets 

The psychological and the physical constraints pull in opposite directions. Since the 

physical constraints are typically fixed, the caching policy must be chosen to satisfy the 

psychological constraints and "optimize" the user's perception of system performance. 

Different cache fetching subset policies take different approaches to optimizing the user's 

perception. As discovered from experience with the Telesophy System, one promising 

approach is fetching subsets of the total user requests which correspond to likely interaction 

chunks. If the units that the user will be interacting with are available quickly, then the user 

perception is optimized even if the entire request is satisfied more slowly. This subsection 
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considers policies which fetch fewer units than the total request while the following 

subsection considers policies which fetch only parts of each unit 

Consider the extremes of satisfying a query by fetching the infonnation units one at a 

time or all requested IUs at a time. These also represent the extremes of satisfying the 

psychological constraints for a query (when the initial display is returned) and a zoom 

(when the contents of a selected IU are displayed). Based on experience with the 

Telesophy System. a broad but reasonable query will typically request several hundred 

units. which must all be fetched from remote information sources. The single policy. 

where only one ill is fetched, clearly returns the fastest and satisfies the query constraint 

best However. display to the user of each new IU requires a new transmission fetch over 

the network. Thus the single policy satisfies the zoom constraint worst sL'lce an IU 

available to be selected has almost certainly not already been fetched into the cache. The 

scroll constraint is also poorly satisfied since the response for scrolling or even for 

displaying several lines worth of summary results may be unpredictable and unacceptably 

slow. The all policy. on the other hand, where all requested IUs are fetched. clearly 

returns the slowest and satisfies the query constraint worst However. display of any 

selectable IU requires only a cache hit Thus the all policy satisfies the zoom constraint 

best since an IU available to be selected has almost certainly already been fetched into the 

cache. The scroll constraint is also well satisfied since all of the desired units are loaded 

into the cache at the singie fetching time. However. the initial loading will typically be 

unacceptably slow due to physical constraints. particularly disk delays. For example. a 

typical broad query is 200 IUs and a typical disk can seek 50 times a second so this 

precludes fetching in less than 3 seconds without partitioning across disks. 

An intermediate approach is a fetching policy which balances the psychological 

constraints of adequately fast display against the physical constraint of disk and network 
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delays. Examine the psychological constraints for querying, scrolling, and zooming. It is 

typically not possible to fetch enough IUs to encompass the complete set corresponding to 

a query; however, a partial subset can suffice since only a subset can be displayed at one 

time. Scrolling has a stronger time constraint than querying, with the goal of displaying a 

new page on the screen in (less than) one second A new screenful of one-line summaries 

is in the range of 15 to 50 lines. These numbers mesh well with the physical constraints 

for disk delays. Zooming has the most stringent time constraint To be "instantaneously" 

displayed, an IU available to be zoomed into must be already in the cache. This constraint 

can be subsumed into the one for scrolling by caching the complete contents of every IU 

whose summary has been displayed. 

To summarize, the range of fetching subset policies caches the following number of 

IUs in a request 

single (one by one) 

page (screen by screen) 

all (query by query) 

1 

20 

200 

so a good compromise is the page policy, which fetches a screenful (e.g. 20 IUs) of the 

total request at a time. This can typically be done in less than 1 second over a local area 

network because few enough disk seeks are required. At the same time, the IUs currently 

displayed on the screen are a1ready loaded into the cache so that scrolling and zooming are 

adequately fast perceptually. The "screenful" of 20 IUs also is a reasonable size to display 

the current context of available IUs to the user, e.g. as one-line summary descriptions of 

query results. 
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Empirically, as demonstrated by experience with the Telesophy System, the page policy 

works well. Over local area networks, text abstracts can be scrolled at acceptable 

psychological rates with the page policy. The perfonnance is too slow over wide-area 

networks so a combination with the summary policies discussed in the next section is 

advisable. If the IUs are much larger, e.g. images, the page policy becomes too slow and 

the single policy is recommended. If the IUs can be physically partitioned across disks, 

then the disk delays are reduced (number of effective disk seeks is increased) and the all 

policy may become feasible. The perfonnance measurements later in :..'rls chapter provide 

extensive timings to support these observations. 

52.4 Fetching Policies: Summary Subsets 

Since the psychological constraints dictate the fastest response possible on the 

displayed or requested units, a natural approach to increasing the number of cache-able 

units is to load only portions of each. This is an orthogonal approach to the contents 

subsets policies just discussed. A variety of summaries can be generated for each 

info~ation unit, with the simplest being a one-line description generated automatically 

from the headers and including such infonnation as author, title, date, and source. A 

summary can then be fetched instead of the full contents. Summary caching has the 

desirable property of providing the same perfonnance regardless of the type of IUs. The 

object size makes no difference for the summary policies since the summary is roughly the 

same size for each type of object. Thus one-line text summaries can be used to effectively 

implement a page policy for images. 

A useful policy with summaries is to cache only the summaries first, then load the 

complete contents only of those units explicitly selected. This makes a zoom operation 
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slower (since it involves an additional network fetch) but permits more units to be 

examined, albeit at a grosser level of detail. In general, as the user zooms down the levels 

of detail, the set of units of interest decreases. This policy implies a net reduction of 

network traffic since many fetched units never have their contents fetched. Such a 

reduction obviously increases the response time since less data is retrieved from disk and 

transmitted over the network. 

5.3 Caching Parameters 

Tins section describes the range of parameter values which are relevant to information 

spaces and which will be used for the perfonnance measurements below. 

53.1 Object Size 

This is the size of the objects being transmitted from the remote source (in KB), which 

might also be called the Information Type. A range of typical IUs, such as those in the 

Telesophy System or the Community System, is: 

one-line text summary (complete headers) 

text bibliographic abstract (complete IU) 

readable page image of article (1728*2376) 

0.125 

2.5 

500 

The summary includes bytes for author, title, source, date, and some overhead. The 

abstract is a typical size of a literature citation from a current bibliographic database such as 

Medline (biological literature} or INSPEC (computing literature). The image is a Group 4 

facsimile equivalent which is high enough resolution for a scanned journal page to be 

readable on a bitmapped screen. The size given is for 1 bit pixels. Note each step is a 
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factor of 20 in size (summary-abstract-image). As the measurements will show, at current 

network speeds, text can be "instantaneously" browsed but images are still too slow. 

53.2 Network Speed 

This is the speed of transmission (effective rate in KB/s). A range of typical realistic 

effective rates is: 

LAN (CAMPUS NET: Ethernet and fiber ring) 600 

WAN (NSFNET: Tlloop and backbone) 30 

These are in contrast to the raw transmission rates of 10 Mbs (1200 KB/s) for Ethernet 

and 1.5 Mbs (200 KB/s) for T1. The measurements explain these numbers in more detail. 

The effective rates are also dependent on the System Load (traffic contention). 

533 Machine Configuration 

The number of levels of the memory hierarchy strongly affect the speed of fetching. 

Typical realistic possibilities are: 

2 Level 

3 Level 

Workstation - RemoteServer 

Workstation - LocalServer - RemoteServer 

With more than 1 cache, as in the 3 level configuration, the placement policy may have 

considerable effect on performance. 

A related issue is the available cache size. This may add another level to the hierarchy if 

a large local RAM is available in the workstation. Typical current sizes are 16 MB for 

RAM on a workstation and 1 GB for disk on a localServer. 
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5.3.4 Locality Access Pattern 

The locality access pattern is how much locality different usage patterns provide. This 

pa.~ter is somewhat difficult to quantify. The analogue to time locality (mner loops) in 

program execution is re-use of search results in browsing applications. If subsequent 

searches fetched a set of IUs with some overlap with a previous set of results, then the 

locality would imply that some of the IUs could be fetched from the cache rather than from 

permanent memory. However, the search aspects of browsing in information space has 

little locality because the user is typically jumping from region to region (subject to SUbject) 

attempting to locate the region (subject) of interest This tendency to random jumping is 

bome out in observation of the Telesophy System. 

The analogy to space locality (branch points) in program execution is navigation of 

connection links in browsing applications. If the user follows links from the current set of 

IUs in the cache, then the locality would imply that some of the IUs could be fetched from 

the cache rather than from permanent memory. The navigation aspects of browsing in 

information space has much locality because the set of IUs connected to the current set is 

completely known and can be prefetched. The extent to which caching performance is 

improved depends on how much is prefetched, e.g. how far a path along the connection 

links, relative to how often the links prefetched are actually followed. A similar form of 

locality in information spaces is region containment, where sets of IUs have been clustered 

by the user, e.g. literature abstracts conceptually close to each other or DNA clones 

physically close to each other. 
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5.4 Caching Policies 

This section gives a range of policy algorithms that are relevant to infonnation spaces 

and which will be used for the perfonnance measurements below. 

5.4.1 Fetching Policy 

The fetching policy ,determines when and what items are retrieved from remote store. 

There are three primary variants depending on when the items are retrieved: demand, 

lookahead, and incremental. Demand fetching retrieves units only when they are 

explicitly requested. What is retrieved can vary based on which subset of the units (page 

or all) is fetched and which part of each unit (summary or contents) is fetched. Lookahead 

fetchiilg (sometimes called prefetching) retrieves additional items to those requested, which 

are projected to be likely to be requested in the future. What is retrieved can vary based on 

the future projection, e.g. for scrolling (fetch previous and next screenfuls) or for 

connections (fetch k-hop closure of links from retrieved nodes). Incremental fetching 

retrieves the requested items plus does a continuallookahead. It is a hybrid of the other 

two policies. What is retrieved depends on the projected pattern of accesses, retrieving in 

order: the summaries, the contents, and the connections. 

5.42 Fetching Subsets 

Since the network speeds do not typically permit the entire set of items requested to be 

retrieved within the psychological constraints, it is important to consider the possible 

subsets which can be fetched instead. The Single subset fetches just one infonnation unit 

at a time; this is necessary for large IUs such as images. The Page-Summary subset 

fetches a screenful of information units, e.g. 20, and displays their one-line summaries. 

Only the subparts of the IUs necessary to display the summaries are fetched, e.g. the 
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Oassification fields, so that a zoom display of the contents requires a separate additional 

fetch. Since the summaries are the same size regardless of information type, this is a gocxl 

compromise for all objects. The Page-Contents subset fetches only a screenful of IUs but 

fetches each entire ru, so that a zoom can be processed locally without any additional 

fetches. As experience with the Telesophy System and the perfonnance measurements in 

the next chapter show, this is the best compromise, optimizing both scrolling and zooming. 

The All-Summary subset fetches the entire set of requests but only the summaries while 

the All-Contents fetches everything requested. These all policies satisfy the psychological 

constraints for zooming and scrolling better than the page policies which retrieve screenfuls 

but rarely can satisfy the psychological constraints for querying due to physical constraints 

such as disk seeks. 

5.43 Replacement Policy 

The replacement policy determines which items are removed from the cache in the 

steady state when it is already full and additional units have been retrieved. As discussed 

previously, the policy used is relatively unimportant in browsing infonnation spaces due to 

the relative lack of locality in searching and the small size of the locallookahead region 

compared to the cache size in navigation. There are many possible replacement policies. 

The FIFO (First In First Out) policy replaces whatever is most convenient, for 

example, cycling a pointer marking the next replacement spot This works well in cases 

with little locality, such as searching where the entire cache is available for replacement 

with each new search on a new topic. The LRU (Least Recently Used) policy is the 

standard replacement policy for retaining frequently used items. Since true LRU requires 

marking all the cache items with a time of access which has a high overhead without 

hardware support, an approximation is commonly used. The second chance policy is one 
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such approximation which marks items with 3 values: used (after access), unused 

(initially). and second-chance. When replacement is done, unused items are cyclically 

marked as second-chance and second-chance items are discarded. An LRU policy works 

well in cases with great locality. such as navigation but the overhead may be unnecessary 

since the cache will typically not overflow with used items before the next search clears it 

The interactive browsing application also provides guidance as to which items should 

be replaced from the possible sets. This is a form of category-based replacement policy. 

IUs currently displayed on the screen (or nearby from a scrolling operation) should be 

discarded last since they are likely candidates for zooming and for screen refreshing. Next, 

the summaries should be maintained since they can provide at least some user feedback 

even if t.1te contents themselves h"ve been replaced. Finally. the complete IUs with the 

contents can be discarded. 

A related category-based replacement policy. which could also be considered an update 

policy, deals with read-only units. The Read-Only policy divides the cache into two 

sections: one with read-only archival items that is not modifiable and one with modifiable 

items that must be written-through back to the original source when changes have been 

made. This policy is primarily concerned with the updating which results after a 

replacement and can provide significant perfonnance enhancement in browsing applications 

where the bulk of the items are read-only such as the example information space from 

molecular biology. 

5.4.4 Placement Policy 

The placement policy detennines where the items are stored after they have been 

replaced and, in general. where they are pennanently stored for best perfonnance. If there 

is a 2 level memory hierarchy. then the placement is trivial. If there is a 3 level memory 
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hierarchy, the pennanent storage choices are local disk and remote disk. The primary 

speed difference between these is the remote disk requires fetching over a wide area 

network which is typically much slower than the local disk which requires fetching over a 

local area network. 

The default and easiest policy is to store all items remotely. The disks local in the 

workstation are much smaller than the disks remote in the server, so at most selected items 

could be copied. The usual reason for avoiding these copies is the increased difficulty of 

updating data split across several physical locations. However, in the browsing 

application, the significant portion of read-only data makes replication easy since IUs need 

only be replicated once rather than after every update. H sufficient space is available, 

storing as many read-only IUs as possible locally is a good policy. In the Community 

System, this would be implemented by replicating the experimental data (which changes 

slowly) to a local server at every willing site and only retrieving the infonnal knowledge 

over the wide-area network. 

Another speedup possible by replication is clustering. H units commonly retrieved 

together could be stored nearby each other on the disk, then fewer disk seeks would be 

necessary. The easiest clustering policy is fixed clustering, where a specified set of IUs is 

clustered together. Likely candidates are the locality groupings of region contents or link 

sets. Another candidate is to cluster the summaries of each administrative grouping, e.g. 

all literature abstracts, which would speed the summary-only caching policies. A more 

sophisticated policy varies the clustering based on usage statistics. This is the traditional 

method for clustering in commercial databases, done off-line by the database administrator. 

A few research systems have implemented adaptive clustering [Hudson, 1989], where 

groups which are statistically retrieved together are automatically clustered together. 
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6. Performance Measurements of Caching Policies 

To provide validation for the choice of caching policies for browsing across a 

nationwide infonnation space, a series of performance measurements were made. These 

measurements represent "caching benchmarks for infonnation spaces"; it is hoped that they 

will provide a basis for other investigations into policies for providing transparent caching 

of infonnation objects across wide-area networks. 

The approach is based upon measurements for caching in more trcidiiional applications. 

The closest equivalent to an infonnation space in operating system research is a network 

file system. Both have the need for fetching data from multiple disks spread across a 

network. However, in an infonnation space, the naming is higher-level (associative 

matching rather than pathnames) and the networks are wider-area (remote rather than local). 

The benchmarks presented here are the infonnation space analogue of the benchmarks in 

the Sprite network file system [Nelson, 1988] which are in tum based on the benchmarks 

in the Andrew network file system [Howard, 1988]. There is a set of "micro" tests that 

examine the fundamental objects, and a set of "macro" tests that examine combinations of 

these in typical usage patterns. 

System tuning attempts to determine which policies produce best performance for 

which requests under which conditions. That is, a particular set of user requests (Usage 

Patterns) and the relevant environmental conditions (Caching Parameters) can be used to 

determine the most effective policy to perform the caching (Caching Policies). The range 

of parameters and policies has been discussed above. The measurements consider those 

user requests that constitute the most important situations in browsing applications, namely 

Search Tests and Navigation Tests and combinations of these (Session Tests). 
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To vary the the caching parameters, the environmental conditions measured will be 

those over which an infonnation space environment could have significant control with 

existing computers and networks. For Object Size, the IUs being transmitted will include 

the three types spanning a size range: summary (0.125 KB), abstract (2.5 KB) and image 

(SOO KB). The summary type could be considered as a caching policy rather than a 

caching parameter so the only IU size which need be considered for the macro-tests is the 

abstract. The measurements will show images to be too slow for interactive retrieval. (The 

caching policy for Fetching Subset considers the contents to be the abstract size and the 

summary to be the summary size.) For Network Speed, the networks used for 

transmission will include the two types spanning a geographical range: LAN (10 Mbs 

CA1\1PUSNET) and WAN (1.5 Mbs NSFNE1). For Machine Configuration, only a two 

level memory hierarchy will be measured. This choice is realistic with respect to existing 

information space implementations; both the Telesophy System and the Community System 

physically mimic the logical structure with one cache memory although the Telesophy 

System cache is in the workstation while the Community System cache is in the local 

server. For Locality Access Pattern, patterns corresponding to the two primary types of 

browsing will be measured: little locality (for search) and much locality consisting of all 

immediate links (for navigation). This parameter is subsumed into the Usage Pattern so 

that the Search Tests make no use of caching locality (and perform demand fetching) while 

the Navigation Tests make considerable use of caching locality (and perform lookahead 

fetching). The conclusion is that Network Speed is the primary caching parameter which 

affects the caching policies. 

To vary caching policies, the measurements will consider those which can be 

effectively measured under the environmental conditions. For the Fetching Policy, demand 

fetching will always be performed since the IUs requested must be fetched. When the 
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Locality Access Pattern indicates that there is much locality, then lookahead fetching will be 

performed as well to prefetch IUs likely to be subsequently requested. Thus, for the 

Search Tests only the Fetching Subset will be measured while for the Navigation Tests 

prefetching linked IUs will also be measured at several distances of link traversal. For the 

hybrid incremental fetching, it is hard to measure how long the fetching takes since there is 

no definite time when it stops. The next chapter discusses incremental fetching in some 

detail. For the Fetching Subset, the summary/contents distinction is always relevant since 

it is always possible to fetch only a compressed form of the IU. The single/page/all 

distinction will only be measured for Search Tests since for Navigation Tests the number of 

links rarely is large enough to prohibit fetching all of them. As discussed at length in the 

previous chapter, the Replacement Policy plays a relatively minor role in caching 

performance compared to the Fetching Policy. This is due to many reasons including the 

size of requested units overwhelming the effective transmission rate and the small size of 

the locallookahead region compared to the cache size. This dominance of fetching over 

replacement in browsing applications reverses the traditional situation in computing 

applications. The Placement Policy is relevant when there is a choice of different levels in 

the memory hierarchy to store the IUs permanently. Since the Machine Configuration 

parameter will assume that there are 2 levels, one temporary and one permanent, the 

placement is trivial. To summarize, the measurements will concentrate on the fetching 

policies (policy and subset) which dominate the placement policies (replacement and 

placement) in effect on caching performance. 

6.1 Experimental Methods 

The performance measurements consist of a set of micro-benchmarks and a set of 

macro-benchmarks. The former measure the time for single IUs of different sizes to be 
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transmitted over different network types under different system loads. The latter measure 

the time under different usage patterns (search, navigation, session) for text abstracts to be 

fetched over different networks using a range of different fetching policies. A complete 

environment implementing an infonnation space with suitable instrumentation was not 

available. Instead, a skeleton was built of the critical subsections, which had adequate 

control over the caching parameters and policies and which implemented sufficient realism 

to support the measurements. 

The benchmarks were all run on a typical system architecture for using an infonnation 

space with typical current hardware and software. The user interacts with a front-end 

workstation connected via a network to a back-end server. A user request fetches a set of 

IUs from the back-end to the front-end across the network. In the measurements, the 

request varied according to the Usage Pattern. To measure the primary caching parameter, 

Network Speed, the network was varied from a local area network (LAN) to a wide area 

network (WAN). In each case, the back-end machine was the same large file server but the 

front-end machine varied to measure a local user and a remote user of the infonnation space 

maintained physically locally. 

The file server was a Sun™ 4/490 SPARCserver with 32 MB of physical RAM and 1 

GB CDC IPI 9720 winchester disks with 16 ms seek time and 3 MBs transfer rate. This 

server is physically located at the University of Arizona in the Gould-Simpson Building, 

one of the CAMPUSNET's hubs. The workstations were Sun 4/60 SP ARCstations with 

a local disk and 8 MB of physical RAM. The LAN workstation was connected via a 

building Ethernet running at 10 Mbs transmission rate. The WAN workstation was 

connected via the NSFNET from the University of Colorado at Boulder to me University 

of Arizona at Tucson. The actual path is: building Ethernet, several Ethernet gateways, 

campus fiber ring, TI line to NCAR NSFNET gateway outside Boulder, TI line to 
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WESTNET NSFNET gateway outside Salt Lake City in Utah, Tl line to Arizona gateway 

in Tucson, campus fiber ring, building Ethernet. The local connections are all 10 Mbs on 

both ends and the remote connections to/from/across the NSFNET are all 1.544 Mbs. All 

front and back end machines were running the Berkeley Unix1'M BSD 4.3 operating 

system. 

Each test measured the transmission time required for fetching a particular set of IUs 

across a network. The IUs are stored on the file server disk requiring a separate seek for 

each .. Since the file cache in the operating system prefetched, during its first fetch, most of 

the small set of actual IUs used, appropriate time increments for the disk seeks were added 

to the measurements, e.g. a query of 10 IUs h~ti IOx16 Ins or 160 milliseconds added. A 

request is made from an invocation program on the workstation, the request is processed at 

the file server, and the IUs transmitted across the network back to the workstation. The 

workstation and network vary for the LAN and WAN case. The network transmission is 

done using a bytestream protocol over TCP/IP. To enable the test simulations to produce 

consistent measurements for small packet sizes, reliability acknowledgements were turned 

off for the Internet transmissions. The Response Tune measured is the total time for the 

fetching, from making the request until the IUs originally on server disk files are in the 

workstation cache RAM memory. 

Each experiment with a particular combination of parameters and policies was run a 

large number of times, as specified below, to attempt to even out accidental variations. The 

numbers reported were the average of the results from the number of tests described in each 

case. The response times were recorded in milliseconds to 2 significant figures or to the 

nearest 10 milliseconds, which was the resolution of the system clock used in the 

measurements. Since the experiments were run over actual networks, the response times 

actually measured varied according to the traffic caused by other users. Typically, 
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running an experiment for 100 or 1000 trials filtered out any extraordinary traffic. In cases 

where the results were inconsistent, e.g. 10 IDs of one size were fetched more slowly than 

20 IUs of the same size, the results were discarded and the experiments rerun. A brief 

investigation of the amount of variation follows. 

Figure 6.1 simulates different network loads by measuring response times at different 

times of day for a variety of conditions. Different times of day is an attempt to measure 

network load since there is no accurate method to measure or control the network load 

across the multiple gateway nationwide scientific network. The day measurements were at 

2 pm while the night measurements were at 2 am. The query size and caching policy vary 

across a wide range as described in detail later, both summary (125 bytes) and contents 

(2500 bytes) for narrow (10 objects), page (20 objects), and broad (200 objects). The day 

and night times are about the same, with no consistent pattern for which is larger. Since 

the network load affects the system in an unpredictable fashion, it will not be explicitly 

considered further in the measurements. 

Figure 6.2 quantifies the amount of network variance under the same wide range of 

query sizes and caching policies. The points represent the average response times and the 

error bars represent plus or minus one standard deviation for the resuits of the 1000 tests. 

Figures 6.2a and 6.2b show the results for the LAN and WAN cases respectively. Results 

for broad-contents are omitted since they were off-the-scale. The averages are not the same 

as Figure 6.1 since the measurements were done on a different day with a different traffic 

pattern and disk seek times are omitted to concentrate on network transmission variation. 

However, the results are internally consistent and represent the same ordering of which 

size/policy combinations are fastest This is very typical of measurements across actual 

networks, especially across W ANS: the ordering patterns are always the same although the 

actual numbers vary widely. Sometimes variation ranges of obviously different 
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measurements overlap. For example, the error bars of page-summary in Figure 6.2b 

overlap those of narrow-summary although 20 IU summaries must take longer than 10 IU 

summaries and the average clearly shows this. Such an anomaly is a consequence of the 

variation from test to test of the network effective rate, e.g. the narrow tests had slightly 

heavier traffic than the page tests in this experiment When the tests are run immediately 

one after another, such anomalies seldom occur. The pattern of the averages is quite 

repeatable, however, which is why standard deviations are not reported for the rest of the 

measurements. 

The measurements in this chapter are intended to demonstrate gross differences, e.g. 

this policy obviously is fast enough but this policy obviously is not Thus, the numbers 

are plotted as bar column graphs and not explicitly mentioned. In the next chapter, the 

measurements are intended to precisely characteriz.e which parameters are significant to 

which degree and what the proportional improvement is for a class of caching policies. 

Thus, the numbers are plotted as line graphs and also the values explicitly given in 

corresponding tables. 

For each measurement test, the response time limit required for interactive retrieval is 

given. This limit appears as a dotted line across the bar graphs. The base limits come 

from human perceptual limits as discussed in section 5.2.1. Each measurement test has its 

own limit as described in the individual sections below. Due to the relatively large variation 

in the measurements, a bar must be considerably under the limit line to conclude that a 

caching policy provides interactive retrieval. 

6.2 Single Unit Tests 

These benchmarks measure the performance of the fundamental caching objects, the 

infonnation units. As discussed above, three types of IUs will be considered which span 
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a range of practical sizes. The test fetches these IUs across the LAN and across the WAN. 

Each test was run by fetching a single IU of the appropriate size and averaging the results 

of 100 or 1000 trial runs. 

summary 

abstract 

image 

One-line text summary (complete headers) 125B 

Paragraph text bibliographic citation 2500B 

G4 quality image of journal page (1728*2376) 500KB 

Figure 6.3 shows the results of the Single Unit Tests. As expected, the WAN is much 

slower than the LAN. The wide-area transmission rate is approximately 15% of the local

area (1.544 versus 10 Mbs). The effective rates can be computed from the image IUs, 

which are 500 KB or 4 Mh. Transmitting one over the LAN took about 0.8 seconds for 

about 5 Mbs or 50% of possible bandwidth whereas transmitting one over the WAN took 

about 18.3 seconds for about 0.2 Mbs or about 15% of possible bandwidth. . So the wide

area effective rate is approximately 1/25 of the local-area or only 1/4 as efficient compared 

to the transmission rate due to gateway delays and network contention among other causes. 

Computing the network bandwidth from the fetching times for large IUs transmission is an 

appropriate strategy. For smalllUs, latency tends to dominate bandwidth as discussed 

further below. The actual numbers for the effective rate are for the LAN case 4.8 Mbs and 

for the WAN case 0.22 Mbs, giving the WAN 4.5% the speed of the LAN. Thus the 

Network Speed is a relevant parameter to measure. 

These benchmarks also give an indication of which IU types can be effectively handled 

for interactive retrieval. The display of a single IU is essentially a zoom command and 

thus must be completed within 250 milliseconds, which is the minimum human reaction 

time. Single text summaries or even text abstracts can be fetched in less than this 

perceptual limit over a local area network. Over a wide-area network, the time to fetch an 
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abstract is a little longer than the minimum limit but may be acceptable in many 

circumstances. So current networks can effectively handle abstracts one at a time. 

Associative queries for browsing requires handling multiple abstracts at a time; the Search 

Tests below will investigate this. 

Fetching a single image requires nearly a second., even over a local-area network. This 

does not meet the psychological constraints. Over wide-area networks, it requires many 

seconds. So current networks are not yet fast enough to browse images remotely; the 

browSing must be done on their summaries and the user must be forced to wait longer than 

desirable when a zoom into the contents is done. Thus, images will not be considered 

further in the measurements. Effective handling of images must await another order of 

magnitude increase in network bandwidth. For example, assume the same proportions for 

effective rates and that the WAN is a T3 line of 45 Mbs (the next NSFNET backbone rate) 

and the LAN an FDDI network of 100 Mbs (the next campus network rate). Then, an 

image over a LAN becomes as fast as an abstract (zoom less than 1/4 second) and an image 

over a WAN becomes as fast as a cmrent image over a LAN. 

6.3 Fetching Policies for Information Spaces 

These benchmarks attempt to measure the "typical" performance of browsing an 

information space using different caching policies. Historically, there has been almost no 

usage of working information spaces so that the typical usage patterns are unknown. For 

other applications, particularly those for software development, typical usages are well 

known. For example, the macrobenchmarks measured on Sprite [Nelson, 1988] included 

compiles, makes, sorts, and nroffs, while the ones measured on Andrew [Howard., 1988] 

included copying a directory tree of program code, recursively compiling and linking every 

file. Since the usage patterns for browsing are not known at present, a set of simulated 
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workloads is proposed here which represent a best guess as to typical usages. These 

workloads have some degree of realism since they are based upon the author's experience 

using and watching many people use the Telesophy System. 

The primary operations in browsing are search and navigation. Search is perfonned via 

a "query" command that requests a number of IUs to be retrieved which match the 

associative specification. Extensive experience with infonnation retrieval systems shows 

that users attempting to locate items in an electronic library typically search different subject 

areas during the course of a session to locate where the items of interest are actually 

classified. Translating this observation to an information space implies that search has 

little locality and the cache can be effectively replaced with each new query results. Thus, 

pure demand fetching of as much as possible is likely the best caching policy. Navigation, 

on the other hand, is performed via a "traverse" ("follow links") command that requests a 

number of IUs to be retrieved which have been connected to the present IU(s) by a link. 

The set of linked IUs is known exactly so that there is considerable locality and there may 

be an opporrunity to reuse items in the cache. Prefetching of the IUs linked to IUs already 

in the cache may thus be a good policy. Its efficacy depends on how often links are 

actually followed. Since prefetching in addition to demand fetching requires additional 

time, this additional work may actually hurt performance if links are not often followed. 

(And the additional fetching takes up processing time at the server that might be used for 

other activity such as servicing more users.) 

A number of usage pattern scenarios were measured and the performance results are 

presented in bar charts in the following figures. Each bar chart is for a particular usage 

pattern and gives the time taken to process the specified user requests according to a variety 

of different fetching policies. There are Search Tests for query request simulations only, 

Navigation Tests for link following simulations only, and Session Tests for combination of 
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both search and navigation. In each case, the IUs fetched are 2500 byte text abstracts for 

Object Size and a pair of bars corresponding to the Network Speed parameter is given for 

each fetching policy, one for the LAN case and one for the WAN case. Thus all Caching 

Parameters are fixed except for the Network Speed. 

The fetching policies measure different Caching Policies. The Fetching Policy is 

demand fetch for the Search Tests and lookahead fetch for the Navigation Tests. The 

Fetching Subset includes both what IUs are fetched and which pieces of them are fetched. 

What is fetched is varied to be either "all", i.e. the entire request, or ''page'', i.e. only one 

screen page worth of IUs or 20 IUs. Which piece is fetched is varied to be either 

"summary", i.e. a 0.125 KB description, or "contents", i.e. the complete IU which is 2.5 

KB for abstracts or 20 times larger. Every policy is tested across both the LAN and the 

WAN. Every test is run multiple times, typically 100, during the day and the timings 

averaged. 

6.4 Search Tests 

Two different query sizes were measured. These represent a range of typical results on 

an information space the size of the wonn space. The first is a narrow query on a fairly 

exact term, e.g. "mechanosensory", which returns 10 IUs. The second is a broad query on 

a fairly inexact term, e.g. "sperm", which return 200 IUs. For measuring caching 

performance, only the size of the query is relevant so the measurements are 

straightforward, i.e. the specified number of text abstract IUs was fetched from a remote 

file. The timings measure a complete transfer across the memory hierarchy from objects 

on remote disk to objects in local memory. The measurements thus include the major 

factors of disk seeks, network transmission, and local buffering. A few minor factors, 

whose time is relatively insignificant, are excluded, such as search of an associative index 
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to find object disk locations and display of objects from local memory. The fetching 

policies measured were all combinations of fetch policy "page" or "all" and fetch subpart 

"summary" or "contents". There are total only 6 pairs of measurements since "page" and 

"all" are the same for the "narrow" search (page is 20, naiTOW is 10 IUs). 

Figure 6.4 gives the Response Times for the specified sets of IUs, i.e. for 10-20-200 

IUs of summary and of contents. The minimum perceptual limit to support interactive 

retrieval is the query time of 1 second, which is based upon human reading rate. This is a 

very strict limit for processing a complete query but reasonable fer the display of the initial 

screenful of query results. 

The results are encouraging for being able to support fast browsing for text absttacts. 

Over a LAN, the entire contents of a complete page (screenful) can be fetched sufficiently 

fast enough to support interactive retrieval. As experience with the Telesophy System has 

shown, fetching a page at a time is an effective interactive display strategy. This policy can 

be used for all size queries, since the user can only examine a screenful at one time and a 

new fetch can be done if a scroll to the next page hits items not already in the cache. 

Fetching the complete contents of a broad query is too slow, even across the LAN. 

Over a WAN, the fetches are much slower. The measurements for the "page-contents" 

policy, which are well under the perceptual limit for the LAN, are well over the limit for the 

WAN. A "contents" policy is preferable to a "summary" one, since fetching the complete 

contents means that the summaries can be displayed and then any zooms on selected IUs 

can be processed directly from the cache. However, since the contents policies are too 

slow for interactive retrieval across the WAN, summary policies must be used instead. 

The "page-summary" policy is fast enough across the WAN so that an initial display of a 

screenful of IUs can be done within 1 second. If only one IU at a time is then selected for 

zoom into its contents, nearly interactive retrieval can be maintained since the measurements 
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from the single unit tests show that a single abstract can be fetched nearly interactively 

across the WAN. But the response will be sluggish if several IUs are selected at a time. 

Unrestricted selection at interactive retrieval speeds across a WAN requires a different 

policy than the pure demand fetching considered here; the next chapter describes such a 

policy. 

6S Navigation Tests 

The pure navigation usage patterns are harder to measure since they require the 

existence of an underlying connection graph of IUs in the infonnation space. There is little 

experience with typical traversal paths through interconnected graphs and the Telesophy 

System experience provides little g!'.idance since its infonnation space had few connections. 

There are two significant aspects to a navigation pattern: the connection structure in the 

infonnation space and the traversal path requested by the user through these connections. 

Caching for navigation differs from caching for search in the potential for lookahead using 

known locality (which may in tmn make the number of required fetches larger). Since the 

traversal path is dependent upon the on-the-fly ordering of user requests, the prefetching 

policies are based upon the underlying connection structure and any information about 

previous traversals. They prefetch all the IUs linked tc specified IUs. The variance of 

prefetching is based on how many hops away to follow the links to be prefetched. The 

effectiveness of prefetching is dependent on how many links are actually followed during 

user traversal requests and along what paths those links occur. 

The approach to measurements here is to use a range of connection structures and a 

range of possible traversals. Two examples of each will be chosen to represent extremes of 

variation. For connection structures, there will be a random graph with uniform 

distribution of branching within the graph and a real graph with non-uniform distribution of 
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branching within the graph. For possible traversals, there will be a breadth-first traversal 

which results in maximum use of the prefetched IUs, the "best case", and a depth-first 

traversal which results in minimum use of the prefetched IUs, the ''worst case". Actual 

usage patterns sho1!ld fall somewhere in-between these extremes. 

A navigation test con~ists of choosing a connection graph and perfonning different 

traversals within this structtJre. For every node in the graph visited, either the summary or 

the contents of the IU are fetched, i.e. an IU of 0.125 KB or of 2.5 KB representing a text 

abstract This is one part of the caching policy. (Only one IU at a time is fetched, unlike 

the Search Tests where multiple IUs were fetched at a time.) The other part of the caching 

policy deals with prefetching. When an IU is requested, it is fetched and IUs connected to 

it in the graph via links are also fetched. The number of hops away determines the extent 

of prefetching. With I-hop, when an IU is fetched, all IUs linked to it are also fetched. 

With 2-hop, when an IU is fetched, all IUs linked to it are fetched and all IUs linked to the 

I-hop set IUs are also fetched. Since lookahead is being done, the fetching procedure 

differs somewhat from the pure demand fetching of the Search Tests. When an IU is 

requested, the cache is examined to detennine if it has already been fetched. If so, nothing 

further is done; otherwise the IU is fetched as usual. In the measurement here, the 

prefetching policy tags nodes in the graph structure which have been cached. As the graph 

is traversed, a seek and read is done for an IU of the appropriate size for nodes not yet 

tagged. The prefetching is always active so that each new traversal may prefetch another 

set of IUs if its k-hop reach moves into a part of the graph not yet in the cache. The time 

measured for a Navigation Test includes the total time for a complete traversal of the 

specified kind, including the fetches for the traversed nodes and alllookahead prefetching. 

User cognition time or idle system time is not included. The measurements are done over 

both the LAN and the WAN transmissions. 
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The connection structures are as follows. The random graph was chosen to be 

representative of a wide range of possible actual graphs. It was generated by a unifonn 

procedure. The random graph is a tree whose branching pattern is chosen randomly, i.e. 

an undirected acyclic graph with unifonn distribution of vertex degree. The size of the 

graph generated is large enough to run the traversal measurements. The number of 

branches from any node (the fan-out) is chosen randomly between 0 and 5, with the 

average thus being about 3 (for the breadth-first tests). The graph generation starts with a 

root node and generates its branches, then recursively generates the branches of each 

successive layer of nodes. When the number of branches is chosen to be 0, that path 

from the root stops. The tree generation algorithm has a constraint to require the path from 

the root to be at least 5 (for the depth-first tests) before the path is permitted to end with a 0 

fan-out Each of the set of first layer nodes fonns a tree; since each tree is generated with a 

dh4l'erent sequence from the random number generator, the complete graph spans a range of 

random trees. The generated random graph used for the measurements has 8363 nodes, 

comprised of 5600 leaf nodes and 2762 inner nodes plus the root The total fan-out for 

all nodes is 8342 branches, for an average fan-out of 3.02 for the inner nodes. 

The worm graph was chosen to represent a particular actual graph; this graph has a 

greater degree of reality than the artificial random graph although its structure may be non

representative of graphs in general. It was generated from the actual experimental data of 

the wonn community as discussed in the section on the biology scenario with connection 

links computed from the databases. The sources consist of the gene list (short text 

descriptions of phenotypes from the Worm Book), the literature abstracts (paragraph 

citations from Medline for articles in the bibliography), and the DNA sequences (sequence 

citations from Genbank referring to genes in C. e/egans). The author of the gene list 

provided a set of references for each gene in the list to articles in the worm bibliography; 
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links were made to the corresponding abstract when it was contained in the sample set 

The literature abstracts were parsed for references to genes (m C. elegans literature this is 

straightforward because there is a uniform syntax, e.g. mec-3); links were made to the 

corresponding gene(s) in the gene list The DNA sequence citations as obtained from the 

database contain references to the gene whose sequence is described and to the article 

describing the sequence; links were made to the corresponding gene in the gene list and the 

abstract in the literature abstracts. This worm graph has 1280 nodes, comprised of 270 leaf 

nodes and 1009 internal nodes plus the root There are 3076 links between these nodes for 

an average fan-out of 3.05 for the inner nodes. Note that, unlike the random graph, the 

worm graph is highly non-uniform. There are many disconnected pieces (nodes with no 

branches), there are cycles, and the fan-out degree varies widely from a minimum of 0 to a 

maximum of 30. The fan-out distribution is (fan-outnumber-nodes) of (0:270) (1:382) 

(2:240) (3:117) (4:71) (5:47) (6:41) (7:33) (8:22) (9:18) (10:8) and so on. In summary, 

the worm graph has the same average fan-out of its branches as the random graph but its 

distribution is much different 

The graph traversals are as follows. Each traversal starts from a randomly selected 

node(s). Each test consists of multiple traversals with different selected start nodes and the 

results averaged so that the test gives a summary of the traversal time over the entire graph. 

The graph traversals are intended to simulate different strategies for examining the local 

connection structure after selecting an initial set of IUs, e.g. via the results of a search 

query. For each examined node, all the links are followed. The breadth-first traversal 

examines a number of the initial IUs in turn looking for an interesting space region. The 

measurement test chooses 3 nodes and traverses these plus their immediate links. This 

number of nodes (3) is chosen as a likely number that a user would select from a medium

size query. The breadth-first traversal should maximize the number of cache hits since it 
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always visits nodes which are in the lookahead fetch set and so should be already in the 

cache before being requested. The depth-first traversal follows an interesting connection 

path from the initial set. The measurement test chooses a node and retrieves its links, then 

three times chooses one of these nodes (from the link set) and retJieyes its links so that it 

has traversed a path 3 deep into the connection graph. This number of nodes (3) is chosen 

as a likely number that a user would traverse before choosing another path. The depth-first 

traversal should minimize the number of cache hits since it visits only a few nodes which 

are in the lookahead fetch set by each path stage moving into the next hop set. 

Figure 6.5 gives the performance measurements for the random graph. Unlike the 

Search Tests, the absolute times have no strong meaning in relation to psychological 

constraints because multiple traversals would in an actual session have user think time in

between them. For comparison, however, a line has been drawn on the figure 

corresponding to the strict minimum time of 750 milliseconds for the 3 link: followings, 

each taking the human reaction time of 250 milliseconds. Breadth and depth traversal have 

the same limit, since, although they support different traversal paths, they visit the same 

nUlnber of graph nodes. As expected, the breadth-first traversal is always faster than 

the depth-first traversal due to more often use of the lookahead in the cache. The I-hop 

lookahead policy seems superior to the 2-hop. The 2-hop is much slower in every case 

due to retrieving many extra IUs never examined, even with depth-first traversal where one 

might expect that the additionallookahead might help. The contents policy is a little slower 

than the summary policy, but not much since only a few IUs are in each link set. So, for 

the random graph, choosing a caching policy of I-hop lookahead of contents seems the 

best of those considered. 

Figure 6.6 gives the performance measurements for the worm graph. Since the graph 

is non-uniform, the start node for a traversal makes a significant difference in the traversal 
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time because for many of the nodes the graph ends before the traversal does (there are no 

more links to follow from the current node in the graph). With this graph of 1280 nodes, 

experimentation showed that averaging the times of randomly starting from 40 nodes (or 

more}produced consistent results, whereas averaging the times of randomly starting from 

20 nodes (or less) did not The absolute times are also faster than the random graph since 

although the average fan-out at a node is the same, the median fan-out is less (distribution 

is skewed towards smaller fan-outs), so that the lookahead prefetches fewer nodes. Even 

with this smaller fan-out, the breadth-first traversal appears again always faster than the 

depth-first traversal. With this non-unifonn graph, the 1-hop policy is again much faster 

than the 2-hop in every case, although not by quite as much as with the unifonn random 

graph. Since the 2-hop appears to be always inferior to the i-hop for a lookahead policy, 

it will not be considered further in the Session Tests below. The contents policy is again 

slower than the summary policy but not by much. The absolute times for the complete 

traversals are always under reaction times over the LAN and always under 1 second for the 

1-hop policy even over the WAN. So again, for the worm graph, choosing a caching 

policy of 1-hop lookahead of contents seems the best of those considered. 

6.6 Session Tests 

As a final set of benchmarks, a simulation of the usage pattern during a complete user 

session will be measured. The session considered first locates a region in the information 

space of interest by doing a search, then browses inside this local region by navigating the 

IUs contained in the results. The navig&tion first goes breadth-first to discover which 

(subregions of which) IUs are of most interest, then depth-first on one particular IU of 

interest. This session of "search, breadth navigate, depth navigate" is empirically a 

common one in the browsing of the worm space. An assumption has been made that 
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searches have little locality and that each search changes the region of the space so much 

that it can effectively clear out the cache. Thus the longest session that need be considered 

is that in-between searches. 

A Session Test is a combination of a Search Test and two Navigation Tests, varying the 

parameters and policies which have been shown to be relevant to caching perfonnance in 

the tests described above. The caching policy is varied across those for the search tests: 

the query size is narrow or page or broad and either the summary or contents is fetched. 

(These fetch the following combinations of #IUs-bytes: 10-125, 10-2500,20-125,20-

2500,200-125,200-2500.) After the requested number of IUs have been fetched, 3 of 

them have their links fetched to perform a breadth-first traversal, then 1 of th~se has its 

links fetched over a path of 3 for a depth-first traversal. Demand fetching of all requested 

IUs is performed plus lookahead prefetching of the links I-hop away. The Session Test is 

run using both the random graph and the worm graph and across the LAN and the WAN. 

The test is run many times with different sets of start nodes in the initial search set The 

measured time is the total for the search and both navigations averaged across the trials. 

The minimum perceptual limit is the sum of the limits for each of the operations: 1 second 

for the search, 750 milliseconds for each of the navigations. Thus a caching policy must 

fetch all desired IUs within 2500 milliseconds (2.5 seconds) to support interactive retrieval. 

Figure 6.7 charts the measurements for the Session Tests over the random graph. The 

addition of navigation operations and lookahead caching does not affect the relative 

perfonnance of the different caching policies from the search only case, and the more IUs 

fetched, the slower the time (narrow<page<broad, summary<contents). Across the LAN, 

the desirable policy of page-contents can be supported well within the interaction limit 

Since the broad-contents policy is well above the limit, large queries must be displayed 

screenful by screenful to provide interactive retrieval. Across the WAN, however, the 
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policy of page-contents is well above the limit so that the page-summary policy must be 

used instead. Displaying a screenful of summaries does pennit an interactive response for 

initial display but subsequent zooms require a fetch across the WAN and are a bit sluggish. 

Figure 6.8 charts the measurements for the Session Tests over the wonn graph. The 

relative perfonnance of the policies is the same as for the random graph, although the 

response times are smaller due to the connection patterns in the graph being skewed 

towards smaller fan-outs. The same conclusions can be drawn as for the random graph: 

page-contents is sufficiently fast across the LAN whereas page-summary is the best policy 

across the WAN. Although the page-contents policy across the WAN is closer to the 

interactive limit than with the random graph, the response time is still too great. So 

another approach to caching policies is necessary to support contents fetches across 

WANs. 

6.7 Summary of Demand Policies 

This chapter has measured a number of caching policies, which provide demand 

fetching of requested IUs across LANs and W ANs. Fetching single IUs shows that 

current networks can adequately handle text abstracts but that images are too large for 

interactive retrieval. Fetching multiple IUs in a search shows that complete queries are too 

large to demand fetch but that fetching the initial subset of a single screenful (page) of 20 

IU s can support interactive retrieval. Considering navigation of 1U interconnections shows 

that prefetching of link sets can be an effective policy since locality can be predicted. 

Finally, measuring a complete browsing session with both search and navigation shows 

that the page policy is adequately fast to provide interactive retrieval for IU contents across 

LANs. Since fetching the contents implies that subsequent zooms can be satisfied directly 

from the cache, a page-contents policy supports interactive retrieval for the primary 
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commands. Across WANs, however, a page-contents policy takes more than the 

perceptual interaction limit The next chapter discusses policies that can provide interactive 

retrieval across W ANs by using additional properties of user interaction to support page

contents policies. 
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7. Interactive Retrieval across Wide Area Networks 

This chapter considers the design of a more sophisticated caching policy, with the goal 

of using caching across wide-area netwoIXs to increase response times to be comparable to 

that on local-area networks with the caching policies already considered. Constraints in 

caching are examined to discuss the most promising areas for additional performance 

improvement A caching policy is proposed which makes use of the particular aspects of 

applications supporting browsing in information spaces. Measurements on this policy for 

simulated workloads show that location transparency can be achieved in the sense of 

supporting response times over wide-area networks comparable to those over local-area 

networks. 

7.1 Interaction Constraints in Browsing Information Spaces 

The policies discussed in the previous chapter improved performance by fetching 

subsets of the requested items and by lookahead caching for link connections. They are 

based upon general properties of browsing in an information space. By examining the 

significant constraints on caching, it is possible to design policies that take advantage of the 

non-uniform properties of these constraints on browsing in information spaces. These 

new policies are incremental hybrids of the previous policies. That is, they combine 

subsets and lookahead by incrementally prefetching progressively larger sets of IUs. In 

incremental caching policies, rather than choosing one particular set of IUs to fetch all at 

once, items are grouped to be fetched as quicldy as possible then continuously fetched 

whenever there is free time. These improved caching policies take particular advantage of 

lookahead of likely items dming idle periods of time. 
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The psychological constraints in browsing are stringent time limits on the system 

response for common operations. The acceptable response delay varies from operation to 

operation. Lookahead caching can potentially achieve acceptable responses for larger sets 

of IUs by fetching items during a delay period with a relatively long limit that may be 

needed later during a relatively short period. For example, the acceptable response delay 

period for an initial query might be used to fetch both IUs for the current screenful being 

displayed and IUs on the screeofuls on either side, so that the response time necessary to 

satisfy a later scroll request, which has a shorter acceptable delay, is less. In the previous 

caching policies, lookahead fetching of an IU adds the same response delay as demand 

fetching of an IU; its improvement of response time comes only when (and it) a prefetched 

IU is later used and no demand fetching is then required for that IU. Thus a large 

performance improvement will likely occur by devising a policy where the addition in 

response time for lookahead fetching is low, since for a small additional delay now, a large 

additional delay later might be saved. 

Fetching during think time is a good caching policy for low overhead lookahead. In an 

interactive system, users do not issue commands instantaneously one after another but 

examine the results of one before issuing the next This time between commands while the 

user is "thinking" is commonly called the "think time". In the browsing session considered 

in the last section, for example, after doing the search, the user will typically examine the 

results for some time by scanning the one-line summaries to detennine which IUs are most 

promising to navigate into by fOllowing their links. Think time is an important 

phenomenon in many interactive systems. For example, an extensive set of psychological 

experiments measured the time spent by users in a wide variety of interactive editing 

applications and itemized the cognitive processing consumed by many possible factors 

[Card, 1983]. The findings were that the two most important factors were the time 
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consumed by the actual command and the think time to detennine the next (Xlmmand. 

These dominate, for example, the time to actually issue the command with keystrokes or 

pointing operations. 

7.2 An Incremental Policy for Interactive RetrieVal 

A caching policy that makes good use of think time may thus be significantly more 

effective than the pure policies measured in the previous chapter. This section describes an 

incremental caching policy which attempts to improve performance by utilizing the special 

features of browsing infonnation spaces. The next section describes a worldoad model for 

a complete simulated browsing session. The final section describes measurements of the 

incremental policy perfonnance under a variety of conditions in a simulated browsing 

session. 

This incremental policy attempts to make a summary fetching policy appear to be a 

contents fetching policy. It is "incremental" in that the summaries are fetched first, then 

the contents are fetched when possible. Obviously, a true contents policy supports faster 

zoom at the expense of slower fetching. That is, the fetching takes longer since more of 

each IU is fetched but the zoom from summary to contents uses infonnation already in the 

cache. The incremental policy fetches the summaries first then fetches the contents of as 

many of these as possible during the think time following the request. This adds no 

response delay but improves performance when the contents are needed to satisfy a 

subsequent user request. As an additional enhancement, the summaries are clustered on 

the disk as possible. This is reasonable since a summary is about 100 bytes and a disk 

block about 2000 bytes. Contents, on the other hand, are about 2500 bytes and thus too 

big to be clustered on a single disk block. 
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This incremental policy will be measured during a simulated browsing session similar 

to the one used in the previous chapter. In measuring these policies, only contents fetching 

will be considered, since these are most desirable and not supported by pure demand 

fetching, and only the wonn graph will be considered, since this represents an actual 

connection graph. The response time costs for this session are discussed in detail in the 

next section. 

The incremental session consists of a search followed by a breadth-first navigation 

followed by a depth-first navigation. There is a longer think time between the search and 

the navigation and a shorter think time between the two navigations. The first think time 

is used to incrementally cache the contents of the fetched summaries while the second think 

time is used to incrementally cache the link sets of the first navigation. That is, the first 

think time is used to supplement the demand fetching while the second is used to 

supplement the lookahead fetching. 

In more detail, the measured policy will be for a session of Search-ThinkTimel

NavigateBreadth-ThinkTime2-NavigateDepth. The session will be the same as in the 

previous chapter, with the same search queries and navigation traversals with the same 

connection graphs. The session will examine a series of IU contents (simulating a zoom to 

display) using an incremental caching policy. Then the links for selected IUs will be 

followed in a broad then a narrow navigation. The aim of the session is to simulate 

locating a particular information unit in the space via a series of user commands. Since this 

is a performance simulation, appropriately-sized set of bytes are fetched rather than actual 

summaries or contents of actual encapsulated data. 

The five steps in the incremental caching policy for the browsing session are 

perfonned as follows. The analogous steps for the response time measurement are given 

in the next section. 
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(1) Search. This step is the initial user command A search is processed by fetching 

the summary for each IU in a set of IUs, representing those matched by an associative 

query. In the simulation, each summary is fetched by reading a selected 125 bytes from a 

remote disk into local memory. A range of query sizes, reflecting t",iPical uses in practice, 

is measured, from narrow (10 IUs) to page (20 IUs) to broad (200 IUs). For each query, 

all summaries for the complete set is fetched The "matched" IUs are selected randomly 

from a large set and the response time to fetch each IU includes the total time for retrieval 

from remote disk seek to network transmission to local buffer receiving. It is assumed that 

the summaries have been previously clustered on the disk and that a fetch actually causes 

the transfer of a complete disk block. Thus there is a certain probability that a fetch of one 

IU summary will also fetch another IU summary with no additional work. 

(2) ThinkTimel. This step is the waiting period between the user command to search 

and the first user command to navigate during which no user requests are pending. During 

this period. the user is examining the summaries returned from the results of the search 

request The processing does the incremental caching which attempts to make the actual 

summary fetching policy into an apparent contents fetching poJicy. The processing fetches 

the contents of the IUs whose summaries have been fetched in the previous step. In the 

simulation, a contents is fetched by tagging the corresponding IU so that subsequent 

simulated displays do not require a fetch and reading a selected 2500 bytes from a remote 

disk to local memory. As many contents are fetched as there is time for during the think 

time period A range of think times from 1 to 4 to 8 seconds is used, reflecting typical time 

periods in a rapid browsing session. The IUs whose contents are fetched are randomly 

chosen; it is assumed that no special clustering of the contents has been done. 
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(3) NavigtiteBreadth. This step is the initial set of user commands to follow selected 

connection links and display the contents of the found IUs. The IUs in the simulated 

infonnation space exist within a connection graph. which is the wonn graph from the 

previous chapter. The search has already selected a number of IUs. a total of "query size" 

chosen randomly. within the graph. This navigation randomly chooses three (3) of these 

search IUs for link following. Such navigation reflects a typical browsing pattern in 

information spaces for initial exploration of the contextual surround after a query. Each of 

the chosen IUs is first displayed then each of its connection links is followed and the 

corresponding linked IU is displayed. A "display" is a simulated zoom from the 

summary. already fetched during the search, to the contents. If the contents have already 

been fetched during incremental caching in the think time period, nothing further is done. 

Otherwise. the contents is fetched. In the simulation. as with the previous step. a fetch 

involves tagging the IU in the graph as being in the cache and reading an appropriate-sized 

disk record. 

(4) ThinkTime2. This step is the waiting period between the user commands for the 

initial breadth-first navigation and the final depth-first navigation. During this period, the 

user is examining the summaries and displays resulting from the breadth-first navigation. 

This period is shorter than the first think time since the number of summaries to be 

examined is smaller. e.g. 3 IUs in a link set versus 20 IUs in a query screenful. 

.Accordingly. the think time period ranges from .25 to 1 to 2 seconds. reflecting typical 

reaction times in a "look-and-click"link following. During this period, the potential link 

sets are fetched for a depth-first traversal in the graph starting at the IUs from the 

navigation just done. The set of starting IUs is the union of the link sets for the 3 initial 

search IUs chosen for the breadth-first navigation. For each of these starting IUs. the k

hop link sets are fetched. That is. for each starting IU. each IU linked to it is fetched, then 
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each IU linked to each of those is fetched, and so on. Since the prefetching is perfonning 

lookahead for display of IUs during the next navigation, the contents are fetched. As many 

contents of appropriate IUs are fetched as is possible within the think time period. The 

IUs actually fetched from the appropriate IUs are randomly chosen and the simulation of 

"fetch" is the same as in previous steps. Compared to the first think time, the period is 

shorter and the number of potential IUs to be prefetched is larger, so the performance 

improvement is likely to be smaller. 

(5) NavigateDepth. This step is the final set of user commands to follew selected 

connection links. The link sets from the previous navigation represent a new set of IUs 

which may contain information of interest. This navigation chooses one (1) IU from the 

one of the link sets and follows its links to a depth of three (3). That is, the selected IU is 

displayed, then all of its links followed and displayed, then all of the links of these IUs 

followed and displayed, then all of the links of these IUs followed and displayed. This 

depth-first traversal path reflects a typical n:lvigation strategy during detailed browsing in 

an information space. As before, a follow and display requires a fetch of the contents of 

the corresponding IU. If the contents has already been fetched during the lookahead 

prefetching during the second think time period, nothing further is done. Otherwise, the 

contents is fetched. 

7.3 A Workload Model of a Simulated Browsing Session 

This section describes the measures for perfonnance in the simulated browsing session, 

i.e. how the workload will be modeled. The most important performance feature for 

browsing is response time, which is the time that the user must wait for a response from 

the system after issuing a request. The workload model will measure the response time of 
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the system operations which are carried out after a user request. The measurements will be 

done on a simulation combining many of the results from measurements across actual 

networks as described in the previous chapter. The times already measured for searching 

and fetching will be used, with computations for the effects of the think time and 

clustering. Only the times for the WAN case will be measured/computed since the goal is 

to demonstrate the extent to which location transparency is possible over wide-area 

networks using an appropriate caching policy. The total response time is the sum of all the 

individual response times. The individual response times will be calculated for each step 

of the incremental caching policy discussed above as follows. 

(1) Search. All summaries are fetched so the response time for the query corresponds 

to the query size. The base response time from measurements in the previous chapter is 

320, 520, 4900 milliseconds for queries of 10, 20, 200 IUs. This response time is 

reduced proportionally by the percentage of clustering of the summaries. A "typical" value 

of 10% clustering is used in the measurements, where this means that 10% of the time a 

fetch of 1 desired IU actually fetches 2 desired IUs. Experiments not reported here on 

clustering ranging from 0% (never clustered) to 50% (often clustered) show that clustering 

has only a minor effect on the response time and that 10% clustering has already provided 

most of this effect. 

(2) ThinkTimel. All contents fetches done during this time period are considered to 

be "free", with no increase in the response time. This is because L~e system is waiting here 

rather than the user. IUs tagged as cached have had their contents fetched into the cache in 

addition to their summaries so that subsequent examination requests will be free (take place 

directly from the cache). The nll..'1lber of IUs tagged depends on the length of the think 

period, with a "typical" value being 1 second 
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(3) NavigateBreadth. The number onus fetched depends on the size of the link sets 

for the 3 IUs chosen for traversal. The response time for ~h IU fetched is 340 InS if not 

tagged or 0 if already in the cache. The 340 InS is the time from previous measurements to 

fetch the contents of 2500 byte abstract over a WAN. 

(4) ThinkTime2. All contents fetches done during this time period are considered to 

be ''free'', with no increase in the response time. As with the first think time, the number 

of IUs tagged depends on the length of the think period, with a "typical" value being 0.25 

seconds. 

(5) NavigateDepth. The number of IUs fetched depends on the size of the link sets 

for the 3 IUs chosen for traversal. The response time for each IU fetched is again 340 InS 

if not tagged or 0 if already in the cache. 

7.4 Measurements of the Incremental Policy 

The goal cf the incremental caching policy is to demonstrate the extent to which it is 

possible to provide true location transparency, i.e. making data physically resident remotely 

across a wide-area network manipulable at the same speed as if it were resident locally. 

There are two primary factors which make the WAN slower than the LAN. The first is 

network bandwidth, i.e. the raw transmission rate at which data is transferred across the 

network. The WAN over the NSFNET is a Tl line of 1.544 Mbs while the LAN over 

several Ethernets is 10 Mbs for a proportional difference of about 6.5 times. The second 

factor is network latency, e.g. the delay time for data to be transmitted in packets across a 

store-and-forward network. This response delay varies from about 1 ms over the LAN to 

about 7 ms over the campus-wide network to about 125 ms over the WAN. The delay is 

due to several factors involved in providing reliable ordered delivery of packets across a 
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multiple gateway network. Integrating all the different factors together gives the difference 

in effective rate, which is the rate of transmission of data from remote disk to local 

memory. Measurem(,~ts of the effective rate give 0.22 Mbs for the WAN versus 4.8 for 

the LAN, which is a factor of 22 times. The measurements in this section will demonstrate 

the extent to which the reduced efficiency and inherent speed limitations of the WAN can be 

overcome by appropriate caching policies. 

The measurements discussed are as follows. First, an overall summary of the response 

times for the incremental caching policy is given. Then the individual parameters are 

examined, i.e. think time 1 and think time 2. Fmally, the incremental policy is compared 

to the demand policies of t..lte previous chapter. Except as explicitly mentioned, the 

measurements discussed will be only for the WAN case. The response time will be given 

in seconds for the total of the complete simulated browsing session. The environmental 

conditions will be varied as specified. 

In discussing the measurements, the following abbreviations for the major parameters 

will be used. When the values for a parameter are not explicitly varied, they will have the 

Typical Value listed in the following table. 

Parameter Abbreviation T~calValue 

11rlnk inne 1 Tl 1 second 

Thinkinne2 12 0.25 second 

Figure 7.1 gives the summary of the response times for the incremental caching policy 

across the wide area network for a range of values of Tl. As will be brought out in more 

detail below, this parameter dominates the response time costs. T2 is kept fixed at its 

typical minimum value. The browsing session with search and navigation is perfonned 
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within the wonn graph, which represents the connections within an actual set of data. The 

curves are plotted for a range of query sizes. Each curve has the same characteristic shape; 

it decreases gradually then flattens. Since the think time T1 is utilized for fetching the 

contents of the search IUs, perfonnance improves until all the contents have been fetched. 

The level-off point is obviously proportional then to the query size, e.g. the page query 

retrieves twice as many IUs as the narrow query and the level-off for the broad query is off 

the scale to the right 

The table below gives the actual measured numbers which are plotted in the figure. 

Values are given to the resolution of the clock used for timing, i.e. 10 milliseconds. 

Response Time Narrow -- 10IUs Pa~e-20IUs Broad --200IUs 
10 seconds 1~7 seconds 2.1 ) seconds 6.32 seconds 
1 1.69 2.03 6.3Q 
2 1.42 1.8:g 6.29 

13 1.07 1.74 .28 
4 .95 1.61 .27 
5 1.43 · 5 

!6 1.26 · 4 
7 1.14 · ~3 

1.14 .22 
19 .15 1.14 .21 
10 1.14 .19 
11 1.14 .us 
12 1.14 .17 
13 1.14 .15 
14 0.95 1.14 6.12 
15 · 5 1.14 .1J 
16 · 5 1.14 · ~ 
17 · 5 1.14 · ~ 
18 .~5 1.14 · ) 

19 1.14 · 5 
20 L~5 1.14 6.04 
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Figure 7.2 shows the effects of the parameter Tl on response time. It is are-drawing 

of the curves from Figure 7.1. omitting the broad query whose values would be out of 

range for the graph. Tne progressive improvement from prefetching contents during think 

time can be seen. as can the flattening of the curve once the contents for the complete set of 

search IUs has been fetched. The curve for the narrow query of 10 IUs flattens at about 4 

seconds while that for the page query of 20 IUs flattens at about 7 seconds. The ""typical 

value" for Tl is chosen to be 1 second since this is a strict lower round time for the reading 

time to examine the summary results of a screenful of IUs. The more reasonable Tl 

values of 4 seconds and 8 seconds occur after maximum effects of think-time have 

occurred and thus are used in graphs later in this chapter. 

Figure 7.3 shows the effects of the parameter n on response time. It takes the most 

significant query size of a page (screenful of 20 IUs) and varies n from no think time to a 

maximum of 3 seconds. Three curves are plotted, corresponding to a range of Tl values 

from 1 to 8 seconds. Each curve has the same shape. where the response time gradually 

decreases as T2 increases, but the flattening takes place off the graph at an unreasonably 

large value of n. The effect of n is small compared to Tl and the effect is roughly the 

same across TI values. The table below gives the actual measured numbers which are 

plotted in the figure. 

Response Time Small TI (I sec) Medium Tl (4 sec) Large Tl (8 sec) 
seconds 2.18 seconds 1.75 seconds 1.29 seconds 

.25 2.03 I.bl 1.14 

.5 1.82 1. ~9 
1.0 1.69 1. :, . 
1.5 1.51 1.( ~ . 
.0 1.48 1.( ) . 5 

~.5 1.42 0.99 .5 
.0 1.41 {I.9~ .51 
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This analysis of the incremental caching policy concludes with a comparison of this 

policy over the WAN to the pure demand policies discussed in the previous chapter. Note 

that the incremental policy is different from the demand policy in two fundamental ways: 

the incremental policy fetches sum..tnaries while the demand policy fetches contents and the 

incremental contents fetching is done during think time at no cost in response time. 

Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 demonstrate how the incremental policy improves 

performance over wide-area networks. Each graphs the response times for the demand 

WAN policy and the incremental WAN policy for a range of query sizes. These graphs 

compare the performance for a complete session for demand fetching of contents and for 

incremental fetching of contents. The perceptua1limit required for interactive retrieval is the 

session limit of 2.5 seconds. The figures are each for a different set of think Uraes, from 

small to large, with the performance accordingly improving as the length of time available 

for fetching during idle system time increases. The demand policy is thus the same in each 

figure whereas the incremental policy perfonns better in each successive figure. 

Figure 7.4 shows the response times when the incremental policy uses small think

times of Tl as 1 second and T2 as 0.25 seconds. The think-times are the typical values, 

which are the minimum for human perception for reading and reaction respectively. The 

response times for the broad query are well over the perceptual limit so that a page policy 

must be used to display an initial screenful for interactive retrieval. The demand policy 

produces response times which are a bit over the perceptual limit, and thus, given me 

uncertainties in the measurements, cannot reliably provide interactive retrieval. The 

incremental policy produces response times which are a bit under the perceptua1limit, even 

for the smallest, minimum think-time period. 

Figure 7.5 shows the response times when the incremental policy uses medium tbink

times of Tl as 4 seconds and T2 as 1 second. These think-time periods are more 
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reasonable for actual user times to read/respond to a screenful of summaries and to 

display/follow an individual item. Thus the response times for these measurements are 

more indicative of performance for nonnal user ses~ions. The response time for the 

incremental page policy is now well below the perceptual limit and interactive retrieval can 

be provided. 

Figure 7.6 shows the response times when the in~emental policy uses large think

times of Tl as 8 seconds and T2 as 2 seconds. These think-time periods might be thought 

as a maximum for a fast browsing session in an infonnation space with continuously 

issued commands. The incremental page policy is now under 1 second and is so much 

faster than the think-times that the system processing no longer dominates the interaction 

times. The table below gives the actual measured numbers which are plotted in the figures. 

demand WAN incremental - incremental 
media'!l Think e Think 

seconds . 1 seconds 

5. 

The above measurements demonstrate that the incremental policy can support interactive 

retrieval across the WAN, whereas the demand policy cannot As a final indication of the 

degree of improvement of a complete incremental policy, perfonnance across the WAN will 

be compared to performance across the LAN. 

Figure 7.7 plots the ratio of the incremental policy across the WAN to the demand 

policy across the LAN for a range of think times. Since think time does not effect the 

demand response times, this figure is actually Figure 7.2 with the response times divided 

by a constant to produce a ratio. The constant for the page-contents policy for the demand 
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LAN is 0.62 second for the narrow query and 0.84 second for the page query. The 

minimum think-time of 1'2 as 0.25 seconds is used. The ratio of incremental WAN to 

demand LAN for the page query varies from 2.6 for think time of 0, which is essentially 

the demand WAN policy, to 1.4 for think time past 7 seconds. 

So the perfonnance is roughly doubled using the incremental policy. These low ratios 

also show that with the incremental policy the perfonnance across the WAN is comparable 

to that across the LAN. Comparing to the above table, where a page query with a large 

think-time had incremental WAN perfonnance of 0.59 seconds versus 0.84 for the demand 

LAN policy, one can see that incremental policies across W ANs with long think-times may 

be even faster than non-incremental ones across LANs. 

In the following table, each response time for a WAN policy is divided by the response 

time for the demand LAN policy for the corresponding situation. The numbers in the table 

are ratios that measure how much slower the specified incremental caching policy over the 

WAN is than the demand policy over the LAN. 

Think Time 1 Page -- 20 IUs Narrow -- 10 IUs 
10 seconds 2.57 seconds 3.18 seconds 
1 2.42 2.73 
2 2.24 2.29 
,3 2.07 1.73 
4 1.92 1.53 
5 1.70 1.53 

16 1.50 1.53 
7 1.36 1.53 
~ 1.36 1.53 
9 1.36 1.53 
10 1.36 1.53 
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Thus the incremental caching policy utilizing think time can provide optimized 

performance over a WAN comparable to the unoptimized perfonnance over a LAN. This 

shows that a sort of complete location transparency is possible over wide-area networks. 
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8. Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter concludes the dissertation with a brief summary of the results and an 

indication of areas for future research. 

8.1 Interactive Retrieval across W ANs 

This dissertation introduced the concept of an infonnation space as a model for 

manipulating the knowledge of a scientific community. An infonnation space is a form of 

object-oriented database, where the objects encapsulate data of a variety of data types 

physically residing at a variety of network locations and where there is a concentration on 

retrieval of existing material rather than updating of new material. The physical model of 

distributed read-mostly data permits efficient implementation of fast browsing with an 

appropriate caching policy. 

The Telesophy System is a complete system embodying t.1J.is physical model. It 

provides interactive retrieval by tuning the caching policy to typical interaction patterns of 

item displays and user perceptions of command response times. It introduces the notion of 

interaction subsets, whereby the caching perfonnance is improved by only fetching the 

subsets of requests which will be most likely used during user interaction. The 

implementation was tuned for a local area network and most of the items were text and 

drawings, so the primary bottleneck was disk seeks. The effective caching policy was to 

fetch a page at a time (a screenful display of 20 items) of the requested items. This 

produced good response times for both query and zoom commands. 

Across a wide area network, such as the NSFNET, the primary bottleneck becomes the 

network transmission itself. Interaction subsets again lead to effective caching policies to 
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support fast browsing within the information space. But since the network transmission is 

so slow, even page fetching is too slow. So an additional fetching restriction is placed to 

fetch only the summary of an item rather than the complete item. This makes query 

sufficiently fast at the expense of slower zoom. Since the units in the space are 

interconnected, prefetching of the connection sets can also improve caching perfonnance. 

Extensive performance measurements are given in the dissertation to support the choice 

of caching policy. After introducing both page subsets and summary subsets, an 

incremental policy is introduced that further improves caching performance across a WAN. 

The incremental policy does summary fetching then fetches the contents corresponding to 

the fetched summaries during user think time, when the system would be otherwise idle. 

It thus tries to approximate a page policy. 

The performance results show that the demand policy, which is acceptably fast over 

LANs, is unacceptably slow over W ANs. However, the incremental policy is acceptably 

fast over W ANs, because the page policy has performance under the perceptual limit and 

supports a desirable interaction pattern. This acceptable performance holds for a wide 

range of reasonable think times. 

In effective transmission rate, the LAN is about 5 Mbs and the WAN about .25 Mbs. 

With an optimized caching policy, such as the incremental policy, there is an order of 

magnitude improvement and the unoptimized LAN performance is only about 1.5 times 

faster than the optimized WAN perfonnance. We conclude that caching policies tailored to 

network parameters and user interaction patterns can support browsing speeds over a WAN 

comparable to those over a LAN. Thus a form of interactive retrieval in infonnation 

spaces is possible over wide-area networks. 
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8.2 Caching Policies across Faster Networks 

This section briefly illustrates how caching across the nationwide scientific network is 

likely to change in the near future. The numbers below are extrapolated from the 

measurements in previous chapters. Note that the end-to-end effective rate is the 

significant factor so that merely increasing the backbone network transmi ssion rate is not 

sufficient to increase performance without correspondingly increasing the local area 

network rate and workstation processing speed. 

A readable page image for a journal article is about 2K by 2K pixels or 4 Mb. 

Although compression is possible, the decompression time may outweigh the savings in 

transmission time. To display page images of a journal article at the same scanning as 

flipping physical pages with your thumb, display of about 5 pages per second is needed, 

which would require a 20 Mbs effective rate network. This might be achievable over the 

next generation of NSFNET transmission lines at T3 or 45 Mbs rate but is not possible at 

the current transmission of Tl or 1.5 Mbs. Accomplishing this rate would require 

extending the current LAN efficiency of 50% effective rate to the NSFNET WAN as 

opposed to the current 15%. Achieving an end-to-end 20 Mbs effective rate would also 

require new local area networks to connect the workstations and servers to the NSFNET, 

e.g. an PODI campuswide fiber network of 100 Mbs transmission rate. These will likely 

be feasible for daily usage within the next 5 years for selected sites. 

A page fetching policy for page images would require fetching a screenful of 20 IUs 

averaging 6 page images each (representing a complete journal article). This would require 

about 500 Mb to be fetched within a second to satisfy the scroll psychological constraint 

The five year NSFNET backbone transmission goal is 3 Gbs so that maintaining the 15% 

current efficiency rate would nearly yield a satisfactory speed. Achieving an end-to-end 

-: 
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500 Mbs effective rate would also require a new local area network, e.g. the illtraNet 

which currently connects supercomputers within a computer room at this effective rate 

extended to run across a campuswide network. These will be likely feasible for 

experimental usage within the next 5 years at a few supercomputer sites. 

8.3 Problems of Distance and Scale 

As the size of the infonnation space grows, a variety of new problems arise. This 

section briefly mentions some of these. 

When the scientific network grows physically larger, the latency becomes a problem. 

In the current NSFNET, a node takes about 125 ms to send a packet round-trip to a nearby 

node. A roundtrip packet to a node across the country has a latency is about 400 ms. 

This trend shows that implementing a worldwide scientific network will cause difficulties 

for implementing browsing within the psychological constraints since most of the t:irne limit 

is used up by the latency. The current latency is due more to delays at the switching 

gateways than to the physical speed of the light across the optical fibers. More streamlined 

transmission protocols may thus help solve this problem. Certainly, sending fewer larger 

packets with less reliability checking will increase the effective rate. 

As the number of information sources increases, implementing search efficiently 

becomes a problem. Partially, this is due to simple difficulty of maintaining a directory of 

network addresses and source content when there are a million souI"...es of widely varying 

levels of editorial quality widely spread throughout the network. The existing solutions of 

a centralized directory administered by a single source will likely break down and some 

distributed solution substituted, e.g. similar to that used in electronic bulletin board systems 

such as Netnews. 

--- .-----.. -. - .. _-
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Once the directory problem has been solved, an even larger problem arises. With a 

hundled sources. searching everything is quite feasible. but with a million sources. the 

number of units returned will overwhelm the user and the cost will be enonnous. There 

are a number of approaches to solving this problem [Schatz, 1989a]. The meta-directory 

approach limits the number of sources searched in response to a query. This can either be 

done manually. by searching a database of databases first to select promising sources to 

actually search. or automatically. by parsing the query to extract significant words and 

using these to search the database of databases. The difficulty with the automatic approach 

is that it requires a domain-independent thesamus to canonicalize all words into the set used 

in the meta-directory. and attempts to construct such a thesaurus have thus far met with 

little success. An alternative approach to limiting the sources is improving the examination 

speed. Graphical displays can be more quickly browsed by the user than text summaries 

and a'relevant subset of units quickly identified. For example. suppose every unit returned 

was displayed as a two-dim~nsi(\!!al p.;~t where one dimension might be the classification 

(computers. biology) aH~ Lite ai; ... ; f:::·~ level of detail (survey/technical. rumor/refereed). 

Interesting regions in thi5 diillensional classification space could then be identified 

spatially and zoomed into for more detailed examination. The difficulty with this approach 

is designing dimensions that are meaningful to the user and that form a uniform metric. 

which can be effectively applied to a large body of eYisting material. 

8.4 Building the Interspace 

One final view of the model of information spaces is that it represents an 

interconnection protocol at the infonnation rather t.'mn the data level There are already a 

large.number of computer networks existing throughout the world [Quarterman.1989]. 

Many of these have been joined into a single Internet through the standardization of 
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network protocols at a certain level, namely TCP/IP [Comer, 1988] which sits at levels 3 

and 4 of the ISO network protocol hierarchy [Tanenbaum, 1988]. TCP/IP is concerned 

solely with reliable data transmission of bytes from one site to another; all of the concerns 

of the "meaning" of those bytes is relegated to the poorly specified highest ISO level 7 

Applications Layer. 

This dissertation has indicated that it is possible to implement a unifonn protocol 

transparently across certain kinds of heterogeneous distributed databases and networks that 

has a level of functionality much higher than mere data transmission. Users of an 

infonnation space can transparently browse infonnation objects from sources disparate in 

both data type and physical location then forge connections between these infonnation 

objects which can be shared with other users. Thus an infonnation space environment 

supports uniform information manipulation and knowledge grouping for the distributed 

sources of a distributed community. 

An infonnation space specifies a syntactic level for infonnation manipulation to yield a 

strong degree of universality, just as TCP/IP specifies a syntactic level for data 

transmission to yield a strong degree of universality. If a model for an il1fonnation space 

became established, then it would be possible to build a single Interspace which combined 

various community-centered infonnation spaces with the data model representation as glue. 

The Interspace would be the single information space comprising all the individual 

community spaces and their interconnections. Since this dissertation has shown that it is 

feasible to efficiently implement an infonnation space across the nationwide network, 

building the Interspace may become a realistic possibility. Just as TCPIIP made possible a 

national scientific network, information spaces may make possible a national collaboratory 

and a nationwide electronic scientific connnunity. 
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